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1 INTRODUCTION 
This r e p o r t  discusses the work accompl ished under NASA Contract NAS1-16234 
Wing Surface Structure Development (VSSD). Due t o  funding cutbacks, t h e  
con t rac t  was terminated p r i o r  t o  the end o f  the p re l im ina ry  design phase of 
t he  program. Consequently the  major s t r u c t u r a l  design and t e s t  e f f o r t s  
o r i g i n a l l y  planned were n o t  conducted. S i g n i f i c a n t  work was accomplished, 
however, and a dec is ion was made t o  document the  work even though i t  was 
incomplete i n  some areas. 
The p r i n c i p a l  a c t i v i t i e s  dur ing the  pre l iminary design phase o f  t he  program 
were a review and updating of t he  wing design f o r  the 1990’s Laminar Flow 
Control  (LFC) t r anspor t  a i r c r a f t  as defined i n  Reference 1 and development o f  
t he  suc t i on  sur face panels us ing t h e  e l e c t r o n  beam per fo ra ted  t i t a n i u m  
i d e n t i f i e d  i n  Reference 1 as the  prefer red suct ion surface mater ia l .  
A1 though the  study was p r i m a r i l y  on wing surface s t r u c t u r e  development, 
i n t e g r a t i o n  o f  t he  var ious systems associated w i t h  LFC was essentia!; and 
p a r a l l e l  system studies were undertaken t o  ensure t h a t  a p r a c t i c a l  s t r u c t u r a l  
arrangement would be designed and tested. 
The design a c t i v i t y  was d i v ided  i n t o  three p a r t s  by funct ion:  wing s t r u c t u r e  
design, suc t i on  system design and analysis, and design and s t r u c t u r a l  
i n t e g r a t i o n  o f  t he  i c e  p ro tec t i on / i nsec t  contamination avoidance (IP/CA) 
system. These design a c t i v i t i e s  were, of course, interdependent b u t  are 
discussed separa te ly  i n  t h i s  repo r t .  
1 
I 
2. SUMMARY 
The basis for the WSSD program was the 1990's LFC transport configuration 
defined by NASA Contract NAS1-14632, Evaluation of Laminar Flow Control 
Systems for Subsonic Commercial Transport Aircraft (Reference 1). In this 
design, LFC was used on the upper wing surface back to 85 percent chord. 
Electron beam perforated titanium was used as the suction surface material. 
The surface panel was supported by the spanwise external stringers of the main 
wing box. This created integral spanwise ducts for the suction airflow. Ice 
protection and insect contamination avoidance was provided by a retractable 
high lift shield incorporating a spray system designed to coat the wing 
leading edge with a protective freezing point depressant (FPD) liquid. 
The preliminary design phase of the WSSD contract involved refining the design 
of the LFC panels, the necessary panel supporting structure, the suction/ 
clearing system, and the IP/CA system for the wing configuration discussed in 
Reference 1. With the spanwise ducting arrangement, an excessive number of 
control va:ves Were fouiid to be necessary to meter the low airflow rates 
associated with LFC suction, yet be able to accommodate the relatively high 
flows required to clear the surface of the IP/CA fluid. This system also 
required deeper ducts than originally anticipated which reduced wing 
structural efficiency by decreasing the effective depth of the wing box 
s tr u c t u re. 
After investigating the various design options for the structure and the 
surface suction/clearing system, the decision was made to use chordwise 
collector ducts over the main wing box and to retain spanwise collection ducts 
in the leading and trailing edge regions. This action not only made the 
matching of suction and clearing airflow requirements much easier, but also 
simplified the suction manifolding design a1 lowing easy access to metering 
controls and several improvements in the structure design. 
Numerous ancilliary activities in both design and fabrication supported the 
preliminary design activity. Two designs were created for dispensing the 
IP/CA fluid through the porous surface. A unique method of producing low cost 
tooling from silicone rubber was developed to reduce the time and money 
2 
required to fabricate the laminated substructures for the porous panels. The 
durability of the surface material was verified through ball impact and rain 
erosion tests, and the effects of the glycol based I P / C A  fluid on various 
adhesive and laminate combinations were investigated. All of the epoxy based 
adhesives tested showed significant reductions in strength after prolonged 
exposure to the fluid. However, a nitrile-phenolic adhesive system was found 
to be more resistant and was selected for bonding the titanium skin to the 
laminated structure. 
The WSSD program identified several areas where further work is needed in both 
the design and fabrication o f  surface panels. 
3 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The LFC wing described i n  Reference 1 i s  shown i n  F igure 3.1 and i s  def ined i n  
Table 3.1. 
SECTION A-A (ROTATED 90" COUNTERCLOCKWISE) 
rh = 439.10 (AERO BREAK; 
FRONT SPAR P L A N E 1  f)/ 
ACCESS 
' U R E  
WING ARRANGEMENT 
LAMINARIZATION TO 85 PERCENT CHORD 
UPPER SURFACE ONLY 
FIGURE 3.1 
4 
I 
i 
I 
Area 
Span 
Aspect Ra t io  
Taper Rat i o 
Sweep ( a t  Leading Edge) 
Thickness Rat io  
F ron t  Spar Locat ion 
Rear Spar Locat ion  
3100 Sq. F t .  
176.1 Ft .  
10 
0.25 
30° 
0.107 Average 
0.20 Chord a t  T i p  
0.15 Chord a t  Root 
0.70 Chord 
LFC i s  provided t o  85 percent chord on the  upper surface o n l y  by  suct ion 
through giove panels. These panels consis t  o f  an e l e c t r o n  beam per fo ra ted  
t i t a n i u m  s k i n  supported by  a f i be rg lass  corrugated substructure as shown i n  
Figures 3.2 and 3.3. Panel support i s  provided by spanwise ex te rna l  s t r i n g e r s  
o f  t he  main wing box. This arrangement creates i n t e g r a l  duct ing t h a t  i s  used 
t o  handle the suct ion a i r f low.  This provides a simple duct ing scheme a t  the 
cos t  o f  s t r u c t u r a l  e f f i c i e n c y  and an increase i n  the  complexi ty o f  manifold 
c o n f i g u r a t i o n  which together w i t h  the  surface panel shown i n  F igure 3.3 was 
the bas is  f o r  the WSSD p re l im ina ry  design. This phase o f  t he  WSSD program 
I duct ing t o  the  suc t i on  source. Figure 3.4 shows the  spanwise c o l l e c t i o n  
I 
cons is ted o f  r e f i n i n g  the  design and adding more d e t a i l .  The f o u r  areas o f  
s t r u c t u r a l  i n v e s t i g a t i o n  were: wing s t ruc tu re  conf igurat ion,  panel geometry, 
1 environmental e f f e c t s  on t h e  panel s t ructure,  and panel f a b r i c a t i o n  
t 
\ techniques. These a re  discussed i n  subsections 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, and sect ion 6 
I 
I 
r e  spec t i ve 1 y . 
3.2 WING STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATION t L 
I 
I 
i 
The wing con f igu ra t i on  shown i n  Figures 3.1 and 3.4 r e s u l t e d  from a dec is ion 
t o  abandon LFC on both the upper and lower surfaces i n  favo r  o f  LFC suc t i on  on 
, 
, 
5 
I 
I 
SUCTION SURFACE 
ELECTRON-BEAM-PERFORATED TITANIUM 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 , t - - O U  I 
FIGURE 3 . 2  
PERFORATED TlTANlUM /- POROUS SURFACE MATERIAL f BOND 
BOND MOLDED F I B E R G U S  
LFC GLOVE PANEL STRUCTURE 
FIGURE 3 .3  
I 
ORIGINAL PAGE -.5 
OF POOR QUALITY 
6 
I 
WING ARRANGEMENT FOR SPANWISE 
COLLECTION OF SUCTION AIRFLOW 
UPPER SURFACE ONLY TO 85% CHORD 
FIGURE 3.4 
7 
I 
, 
t he  upper surface only, back t o  85 percent chord (see Reference 1). The 
i n i t i a l  study concluded that, i n  addi t ion t o  other advantages, t h i s  system 
would be l i g h t e r  because o f  the increase i n  e f f e c t i v e  s t r u c t u r a l  wing 
thicknesses, and tha t  add i t i ona l  savings could be gained by minimizing the 
height  o f  the i n t e g r a l  suct ion ducts. An inves t i ga t i on  was therefore 
conducted i n  t h i s  WSSD program t o  determine the s e n s i t i v i t y  o f  the wing weight 
t o  changes i n  e f f e c t i v e  wing thickness. Figure 3.5 shows a graph o f  e f f e c t i v e  
wing thickness t o  chord r a t i o  (T/C) versus the t o t a l  bending mater ia l  requi red 
with the s k i n  and s t i f f e n e r s  smeared in to  an e f f e c t i v e  sk in  thickness (t) ,  f o r  
the o r i g i n a l  wing having suct ion on both surfaces. 
VARIATION OF 'E WITH T/C RATIO 
FOR TWO WING STATIONS 
LFC TO 70% CHORD ON BOTH SURFACES 
t 1 
CHANGE OF T/C FOR 1 . 0 I N C H  
CHANGE OF WING DEPTH 
WING STATION 550 
CHANGE OF f FOR 1 .O I N C H  
CHANGE OF WING DEPTH 
.10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.0 1.101.201.30 
EFFECTIVE BENDING MATERIAL (E) REQUIRED 
FIGURE 3.5 
a 
The change in the effective T/C and t resulting from a 1.0 inch increase in 
the effective wing depth (thickness) is indicated by the dashed lines which 
show that 't decreases by 0.03 inch at wing station 850 and by 0.05 inch at 
station 350. This reduction in of 0.05 inch over the inboard wing box 
section whose area is 344 square feet, and a reduction of 0.03 over the 
outboard section whose area is 347 square feet, results in a weight saving for 
the entire wing of 890 pounds. This indicated that the wing weight was very 
sensitive to changes in effective T/C and that considerable efforts should be 
made to reduce the duct height. Although weight could be saved, reducing the 
height of the spanwise ducts could cause disadvantages. It would reduce the 
flow carrying capabilities of the ducts and would reduce the space available 
for duct control valves (see Section 4). Also, since reducing the duct height 
reduced the stringer height on the upper (compression) side of the wing, it 
results in reduced compression stability of the skin panels. This is 
illustrated in Figure 3.6 which shows a graph of wing rib spacing versus panel 
compression load for various stringer depths for a carbon fiber blade 
stiffened skin panel. The wing section properties are for 70 percent semispan 
on the wing, with suction on the upper surface only, and using spanwise air 
collection. This particular section was selected because it is where the 
maximum wing compression strains are expected to occur. The stringer depth at 
this point is nominally 1.4 inch and the overall area of bending material (t) 
is 0.33 square inch per inch of chord. It is evident from this graph that the 
desired ultimate strain rate of 0.004 inch per inch cannot be achieved without: 
increasing the stringer depth, decreasing the wing rib spacing, or adding 
bending material, any of which would increase wing weight. A different 
approach to the integration o f  the suction ducting and wing structure is 
therefore needed for the benefits of increased effective wing depth to be 
achieved. An alternative chordwise ducting arrangement was therefore 
investigated. 
A diagram of the design suction and pressure distribution across the wing 
chord (Figure 3.7) shows that the external surface pressure, suction flow 
requirements, and the corresponding suction ducting pressure requirements are 
fairly constant in the region between 12 percent chord and 60 percent chord. 
This suggests that there is no fundamental need for chordwise metering and 
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multiple ducting since the entire area could operate at the same suction 
level. If chordwise collection ducts were employed in this area, the integral 
ducts below the glove panel could be very shallow due to their much shorter 
length and reduced accumulated airflow. Additional weight could be saved by 
eliminating the multiple holes in the upper skin panel which feed suction air 
to the manifolds at the suction pumps. With the suction air collected and 
ducted spanwise forward of the front spar, large holes in the lower skin panel 
would also be eliminated and the manifolding in a dry wing bay would be 
unnecessary. Refer to Section 4 for details. 
Figure 3.8 shows a system in which the air over the main wing box is collected 
by chordwise ducts while air from the leading and trailing edge regions, where 
the suction requirements are rapidly changing, is collected by spanwise ducts. 
Note the duct dividers can act as supports for the panel joints. These joints 
are at an angle to the external airflow to minimize the distance over which 
the air must travel without encountering suction when crossing a joint, thus 
the term chordwise air collection is not strictly true. Support of the 
chordwise joints is a desirable feature of this system because it would help 
to maintain the smoothness required over these joints which carry high spanwise 
compression loads. 
1 1  
COMBiNED SPANWISE AND CHQRD'WISE 
Ai R-COLLECTION SYSTEM 
Figure 3.8 
Another advantage is easier access to duct manifolding to allow suction 
pressure metering to compensate for spanwise pressure gradients. 
After an extensive comparison of the two systems, the system using chordwise 
air collection over the main wing box was selected for the following reasons: 
o improved structure efficiency of the main wing box resulting in a reduction 
in wing weight, and 
o continuous support of the "chordwise" panel joints. 
Additional reasons discussed in Section 4 are: 
o better matching of suction and clearing airflow requirements, and 
o simplified duct to suction source manifolding. 
3.3 PANEL GEOMETRY 
When perforated titanium was selected as the porous surface material, it 
allowed the surface panel to carry a larger share of the wing bending loads. 
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This, in turn, suggested the use of carbon fiber in place of fiberglass for 
the corrugated substructure to improve the structural efficiency of the 
panel. One of the first questions to be addressed was how the use of carbon 
fiber would affect the panel geometry. It was apparent that the planform 
shape of the panels would still be trapezoidal with the long sides following 
percent chord lines and with the short sides parallel and at an angle to the 
airflow as suggested in Reference 1. Determining the appropriate size of the 
panels was a much more difficult problem because of the conflicting 
requirements of interchangeabi 1 ity, minimum number of joints, replacement 
frequency, and fabrication cost. Figure 3.9 shows a panel layout having four 
leading edge sections and eight panels over the remainder of the wing. These 
panels would be about 20 feet long and 5 feet wide. The choice of panel size 
is largely independent of the method o f  air collection used. The decision to 
use chordwise air collection over the main wing box did influence the choice 
of panel depth. the width of the chordwise ducts is With this configuration, 
I 
GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF LFC PANELS 
I 
CHORDWISE JOINT 
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also the panel support span which is the panel length used for panel buckling 
calculations. This length can be traded against panel depth to produce the 
lightest configuration which can achieve the design goal o f  4,000 micro inches 
per inch ultimate strain. Figure 3.10 shows a graph of panel depth versus 
allowable buckling load for panels of 10, 12, and 15 inches in length. 
BUCKLING ALLOWADLES 
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By extrapolation of Figure 3.10, it appeared that panels up to 0.9 inch deep, 
supported every 18-1/2 inches, could be used without having to increase the 
wall thickness to prevent local crippling. The use of existing tooling that 
gave a panel depth of 0.75 inch for most of the specimens fabricated was 
therefore realistic. A panel of this depth could carry about 6,000 pounds per 
inch at 0.004 strain with panel attachments at about 16 inch pitch. The panel 
depth was not too critical and could be changed if necessary during the 
detailed design of the panels and joints. 
For laminar flow, the titanium surface must stay sufficient smooth throughout 
the LFC operating temperature range. Because the titanium, with a coefficient 
of thermal expansion of 4.85 x loo6 in/in/OF, would be bonded at 25OOF to a 
carbon fiber substructure having a much lower thermal expansion coefficient, 
the smoothness of the surface at the low cruise flight temperatures could be 
affected by differential contraction causing curvature of the bonded layers. 
A thermal analysis was conducted which verified that the combination of 
titanium and carbon fiber when bonded at 25OOF and cooled to 7OoF would induce 
moments at the edges of the titanium which would cause a convex wave across 
the suction flute. This analysis was expanded to show that adding a local 
layer of titanium under the carbon fiber at each bonding land to produce 
thermally balanced titanium/carbon/titanium combination could eliminate the 
waves. Crippling and rain erosion test specimens were built with this thermal 
balancing strip added. The testing of these specimens is discussed in Section 
3.4.1. An additional panel approximately 7 x 9 inches was made concurrently 
with the rain erosion and crippling specimens. A cross-section of this panel 
is shown in Figure 3.11. After fabrication, the panel exhibited overall 
bowing of approximately 0.010 inch across its width; e.g., normal to the 
direction of the flutes. Bowing i n  the direction of the flutes was 
negligible. The specimen also showed evidence of surface waves. To check 
waviness, the surface was measured at room temperature, at -65"F, and again at 
room temperature using a three footed dial indicator gage of the type commonly 
used for such measurements. See Figure 3.12. 
The readings were taken at 33 locations as shown in Figure 3.13. 
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The readings are shown in graphic form in Figure 3.14 and in tabular form in 
Table 3.2. At room temperature the waves were unexpectedly concave between 
the bond lands with a depth of less than 0.001 inch. A graph of the allowable 
wave height for single or multiple waves of various lengths as specified by 
aerodynamics is shown in Figure 3.15. The panel is well within the 0.002 to 
0.0032 inch al!owable depth for wave lengths equal to the flute pitch. The 
large readings at 1, 10, 13, 21, 24, and 32 were believed to be due to curling 
of the unbalanced edges of the panel causing one of the feet of the dial 
indicator gage to rise as it neared the panel edge which gives the same 
reading as the probe dropping into a low spot. The readings at -65°F show 
that at low temperatures the waves became convex between the bond lands as 
originally expected. This suggests that the thermal balancing strips were 
inadequate and that the "bimetalic strip effect" was overcoming the initial 
reverse waviness condition. Bonding the titanium to the bowed substructure 
could introduce compressive loads in the titanium and each unsupported section 
of the titanium between bond lands would act like a column which had a slight 
initial eccentricity due to the residual panel curvature. Since no measurement 
was made of the bowing of the substructure prior to bonding on the titanium, 
no estimate of the preloads was possible. 
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The panel depth study previously discussed indicated that deeper surface 
panels could be used without increasing wall thickness, so an additional four 
test panels were made to the deeper configuration shown in Figure 3.16. 
Titanium thermal balancing strips were used in only two of the panels. 
The purpose of these panels was to answer the following questions: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
I s  the bowing on the substructure a general question associated with 
carbon fiber, corrugated panels? 
I s  the phenomenon of concave surface waves repeatable? 
Are the surface waves caused by loads introduced into the titanium by 
bonding to the bowed substructure? 
Do the titanium thermal balancing strips reduce the surface waviness? 
Does increasing the depth of the panel affect the surface quality? 
MATERIAL COMB I N A T I  ON SPECIMEN 
0.86 INCH DEEP PANEL 
0.025 PERFORATED T I T A N I U M  
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FIGURE 3.16 
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Before being bonded to the titanium surface, the substructures for these 
panels exhibited bowing similar to that observed on the previous shallower 
panel. These substructures were about 10 x 12 inches and the bow ranged from 
0.10 to 0.12 inch over a 7 inch span measured across the flutes. Bowing along 
the flutes was negligible in all cases. After bonding to the titanium, the 
bowing was reduced to between 0.008 and 0.010 inch over the same 7 inch span. 
Figure 3.17 shows where the measurements were taken on the panels. Table 3.3 
and Figures 3.18 and 3.19 show the surface waviness measurements for the panel 
with most waviness in each configuration, using both the three footed dial 
indicator and a Zeiss computer coordinated measuring machine which measures 
the absolute deviation of the surface from a plane established through three 
points. 
An examination of Figures 3.18 and 3.19 shows that the titanium thermal 
compensation strips did reduce the waviness, but may have contributed to the 
additional bowing evident in these panels due to the increased overall 
Unbalance o f  the maiceriais. After bonding on the titanium, the remaining 
panel bow was less than 0.004 inch over a 7 inch span for panels without 
thermal balancing strips, and a maximum of 0.010 inch for panels with them. 
The waviness for both panel configurations is again less than the maximum 
allowed for multiple waves. 
At that point, the following conclusions were made: 
1. The bowing of the corrugated substructure was apparently inherent in the 
des i gn . 
2. The titanium thermal balancing strips reduced waviness but increased panel 
bowing . 
3. The surface waviness was not affected by a change in panel depth. 
Several theories on the cause of bowing of the panel substructure were 
advanced. These included unbalanced internal stresses due to the use of eight 
harness satin weave biwoven cloth (Narmco 5208/T300), resin imbalance due to 
the method of bagging and curing, and uneven cure rates due to uneven heating. 
Each theory was considered and a substructure was fabricated to prove or 
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disprove i t  and about h a l f  a dozen specimens were made. A l l  were bowed except 
one i n  which the cor rugat ion  and the carbon face sheet were layed up w i t h  a 
t e f l o n  separator sheet between them so they  could no t  bond together. When t h i s  
p a r t  was cured, i t  was discovered tha t  the cor rugat ion  was approximately 0.25 
inch narrower o v e r a l l  than the  face  sheet over a span o f  9 inches across t h e  
corrugat ions.  Obviously, if they had been cured as one u n i t  the panel would 
have bowed as the  corrugat ions t r i e d  t o  shr ink against  the  res is tance o f  the  
face sheet. I t  was then r e a l i z e d  t h a t  the shrinkage was caused by the lamin- 
a t i o n s  i n  t h e  corners o f  t he  corrugat ion being squeezed together as the  p a r t  i s  
cured, due t o  pressure against  the mold  as shown i n  F igure 3.20. A s  the outer  
f i b e r s  i n  t h e  bend are squeezed t o  a smaller radius,  t h e i r  length i s  reduced, 
r e s u l t i n g  i n  compressive stress.  When removed from the mold, t h i s  compressive 
s t ress  i s  r e l i e v e d  by c losure  o f  t h e  corner angle. The e f f e c t  o f  t h i s  occur- 
r i n g  a t  a l l  bends i s  an o v e r a l l  reduct ion i n  width.  To avoid t h i s  occurrence, 
a corrugated subst ructure was fabr ica ted  i n  which each o f  t h e  three p l i e s  was 
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made i n  severa l  p ieces as shown i n  F igure 3.21. Th is  was done t o  a l l ow  
movement of the  p l i e s  so t h a t  the bui ldup o f  i n t e r n a l  loads would be e l im in -  
ated. When cured, t h i s  panel was bowed about the  same amount as previous 
forces between t h e  layer  under pressure. A l t e r n a t i v e l y ,  i f  t h e  i n t e r n a l  
forces cou ld  n o t  be el iminated, they would poss ib l y  be made t o  counteract  each 
, 
! ones, probably because r e l a t i v e  movement cou ld  n o t  occur due t o  f r i c t i o n  
~ 
i 
I o ther  by us ing c losed loop corrugat ions as shown i n  F igure 3.22. 
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Four panels were made up using this individually wrapped corrugation concept. 
Fabrication of these panels was found to be very time consuming. Wrapping the 
stiff carbon fiber cloth around the tooling mandrel and keeping it in place 
was difficult and keeping the titanium thermal balancing strips in place was 
nearly impossible. It therefore was decided that the titanium strips would 
not be used with this panel configuration. The panels were measured for 
surface waviness at room temperature and the results for the two waviness 
panels are shown in Table 3.4 and Figures 3.23 and 3.24. The bowing which was 
characteristic of the previous panels was not evident, but the panels did have 
waviness at the flute pitch. These waves were 0.001 to 0.002 inch in depth, 
which i s  greater than the waves in panels with continuous corrugations, but is 
still within the allowable limits for multiple waves, as shown in Figure 3.15, 
The difficulty in getting a consistently tight wrap of cloth around the 
tooling mandrel may have contributed to the increased surface waviness. The 
problem of holding contour with panels having continuous corrugations and the 
difficulty encountered in fabricating the individually wrapped corrugations 
cast some doubt on tne advisability of using carbon fiber for the panel 
substructure. Much less difficulty has been experienced previously using a 
fiberglass substructure, due mainly to its lower stiffness, but also 
influenced by its increased thermal expansion characteristics. 
It was concluded that further experimental development should proceed using a 
fiberglass substructure with carbon fibers introduced only in sufficient 
quantity to balance thermal expansion. For production components, an all 
titanium panel should be investigated, 
3.4 ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON THE PANEL STRUCTURE 
Testing consisted primarily of material properties tests and environmental 
tests. The number of tests required was minimized by the use of Douglas 
qualified materials whenever possible. The tests included rain erosion, 
impact damage, and resistance of the materials involved to propylene glycon 
methyl ether, which was the preferred ice protection/contamination avoidance 
fluid. In addition, compression crippling tests and field fastener strength 
tests were done. 
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PANEL ZCA10189-2 
D I A L  
.0013 
.0015 
.0010 
.0012 
.002 3 
00021 
.0014 
.0010 
.0096 
.0010 
-.0003 
.0015 
;0012 . 0004 
.0009 . 0030 
002 2 
.0005 . 000 6 - .0005 . 000 7 
.0006 
.0015’ 
.0008 - .0002 
.0014 
.0023 
.0019 . 000 3 . 0008 
.0010 . 0008 
Z E I S S  
* 0001 
-.0005 
+ .0003 - .OOO 5 
+ . 0003 
.ooo 2 . 0003 - .0011 - . 0006 - .0012 
* 0 
-,0010 - .0016 
-.0010 - .0028 
-.0015 - .0006 - .0011 - .0032 - .002 1 - . 0040 - .0018 
* 0 - .0011 - .0009 - .002 5 - .0003 - .0009 - . 0006 - -002 3 - .0015 - .0019 - .0013 
1 
PO I NT 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
1 7  
18 
19 
20 
21  
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
29 
30 
31  
32 
33 
28 
Reference p o i n t  or plane  ( 3  p o i n t s )  ind ica ted  thus 
TABLE 3.4 
PANEL ZCA 10189-4 
D I A L  
T 
0 
,0012 
0001 1 
.0011 
.0017 . 0007 - .OOO 5 
.0002 
.0002 - .0002 - .ooo 1 
t .0005 
+.0001 - .0002 
t.0009 
-0026 
.0006 - .0013 
.0002 
.0008 
.ooo 1 - .0003 
.0002 
t .0011 
t.0008 
+ .0008 
.0013 . 000 7 
-.0006 
.0001 . 000 3 - .0002 
*. 
Z E I S S  
v - .0011 - .0026 
-.0010 - .0009 - .ooo 9 - 00013 
-.0026 - .0019 
-.0015 
* -.0001 
-.0006 - .0016 - .0010 - .0029 
-.0018 - .0013 
-.0025 - 0044 
-.0026 - .0026 
-.0012 
0 
-.0012 - .0004 
-.0015 - .0011 
-.0018 - .0020 
-.0032 - -0024 
-.0022 - .0011 
* 
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FIGURE 3.24 
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3.4.1 Rain Erosion Tests 
There are no f ede ra l  requirements governing r a i n  damage t o  commercial a i r -  
c ra f t .  However, an est imate of condi t ions t h a t  might be encountered may be 
a r r i v e d  a t  by studying a t y p i c a l  a i r c r a f t  operat ing envelope, F igure 3.25, and 
poss ib le  environmental condi t ions.  
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FIGURE 3.25 
The f i g u r e  shows a p ro jec ted  airspeed versus a l t i t u d e  p l o t  f o r  a 1990's LFC 
t ranspor t  a i r c r a f t .  Below 10,000 fee t ,  a i r  t r a f f i c  regu la t i ons  1 i m i t  the  
a i r c r a f t  speed t o  250 knots  ind ica ted  airspeed, which corresponds t o  a maximum 
o f  280 knots  o r  340 mi les  per hour t rue airspeed a t  10,000 fee t .  Above 10,000 
feet ,  t he  c l imb speed would be between 270 and 320 knots  ind ica ted  airspeed as 
shown. Given t h a t  the  p r o b a b i l i t y  o f  encounter ing r a i n  i s  reduced above 
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20,000 feet ,  and assuming a maximum c l imb speed o t  320 knots indicated, t h e  
medium t r u e  airspeeds over  which an encounter could occur i s  i n  t h e  range of 
370 t o  425 knots  o r  430 t o  495 m i l e s  per  hour, depending on a l t i t u d e .  F l i g h t s  
a t  h i g h  speed through r a i n  a re  normally avoided, however, one could reasonably 
expect t h e  panels t o  be  requ i red  t o  withstand r a i n  impact at. the  low end o f  
t h i  s speed range. 
E i g h t  specimens hav ing t h e  cross-section shown i n  F igure 3.26 were constructed 
and t e s t e d  i n  t h e  r o t a t i n g  arm r a i n  erosion t e s t i n g  device a t  Wright, Patterson 
A i r  Force Base. Th is  t e s t  was conducted a t  t h e  beginning o f  t h e  WSSD program, 
thus  t h e  specimen r e t l e c t s  an e a r l i e r  panel design. The t e s t  cond i t ions  and 
r e s u l t s  o f  t h e  t e s t  a r e  shown i n  Table 3.4. Four o f  t h e  specimens were sub- 
Jected t o  a 1 inch  per  hour r a i n f a l l  a t  400 m i l e s  per hour t o r  100 minutes and 
showed no v i s i b l e  damage. The remaining f o u r  specimens were tes ted  under t h e  
same cond i t ions ,  bu t  a t  500 m i l e s  per hour and showed s i g n i f i c a n t  damage a f t e r  
75 t o  80 minutes. The damage included deformation o f  t h e  t i t a n i u m  between t h e  
bond lands and separat ion o f  t h e  t i t a n i i m  trnm t h e  g raph i te  substructure  a t  *I- L W  - 
bondline. The t i m e  o f  onset o f  v i s i b l e  damage a t  t h i s  speed was no t  recorded. 
Under r e a l  cond i t ions  r a i n  would impinge normal t o  t h e  panel surtace on ly  a t  
t h e  very lead ing  edge o f  t h e  wing where t h e  panel has add i t i ona l  res is tance t o  
detormation due t o  curvature. Speeds above 400 m i l e s  per  hour may the re fo re  
be acceptable even under these extreme condi t ions,  and c e r t a i n l y  i f  t h e  flute 
wia th  i s  l i m i t e d  t o  0.65 inch, a prolonged t l i g h t  i n  heavy r a i n  a t  a t r u e  a i r -  
speed o f  400 m i l e s  p e r  hour w i l l  no t  damage t h e  LFC surface. 
R A I N  EROSION ?EST SPECIMEN 
I). 025" PERFORATED TITANIUM 
CARBON FIBER CLOTH ( 3  LAYERS) 
FIGURE 3.26 
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RAIN EROSION DATA 
400 and 500 mph 1 inch/hour simulated rainfall  (1.8 rn drops) 
APWAL Douglas 
Rigno. No. 
12085 . 1 
12086 2 .  
12087 3 
12088' 4 
12089 5 
12090 6 
12091 7 
12092 8 
th te r ia l  Description 
Puforated T i  Sheet/Biwnren Graphite 
Puforated T i  Sheet/Biwven Graphite 
Perforated T i  Sheet/Biwwen Graphite 
Perforated T i  Sheet/Biuo\nn Graphits 
Perforated T i  Sheet/Biuwen Graphite 
Perforated T i  Sheet/Biwwen Graphite 
Perforated T i  Sheet/Bivoven Graphite 
Perforated T i  Sheet/Biwven Graphite 
Velocity 
A!!E!L 
500 
500 
500 
500 
400 
400 
400 
600 
T* of 
Exposure 
(anin) 
100.0 
100.0 
75.0 
75.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
Comments 
centpr post de1adMtiOn 
a t  80.0 min, no erosion 
Outboard post dehEIiMti0n 
a t  80.0 ah, no erosion 
Inboard post delamination, 
no erosion 
Center and inboard post 
delamination, no erosion 
No visible damage 
No visible damage 
No visible damage 
No visible damage 
~~~ 
TABLE 3.5 
3.4.2 Impact Damage Test 
An impact test specimen was fabricated having the cross-section shown in 
Figure 3.22. This specimen was subject to impacts of 5, 10, 15, 20, and 50 
inch pounds on both the bonding land and the center of the suction flute using 
a Gardner impact testing machine. Figure 3.27 shows the results graphically 
and a picture o f  the tested panel is shown in Figure 3.28. At 20 inch pounds 
or less no internal damage was evident, but impacts o f  50 inch pounds on the 
bondline caused significant delamination and splintering of the carbon fiber 
substructure. More testing in the 20 to 50 inch pound range would establish 
the level at which damage to the substructure begins to occur. Wind tunnel 
t e s t s  have shown t h a t  when dents o f  the  s ize  shown are f i l l e d  and smoothed, 
the  l oca l  lack  o f  po ros i t y  does no t  a f f e c t  laminar f low up t o  the maximum Rey- 
nolds number tes ted  ( 9 . 5  x 10 o r  1.36 x 10 per f o o t ) .  F i l l e r  mater ia ls  are 
ava i l ab le  t h a t  w i l l  no t  crack o r  f a l l  o u t  when subjected t o  the rangeoftemper- 
a tures encountered i n  normal a i r c r a f t  use. 
6 6 
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POROUS SURFACE PANEL BALL IMPACT 
TEST RESULTS 
OF 
SURFACE 
DEFLECTION 
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0.040 
0.030 
0.020 
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0 
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I FIGURE 3 . Z l  
IMPACT TEST SPECIMEN 
TAD ZCAlO185 - DJ21 91 PG 
FIGURE 3.28 
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3 -4.3 Mater i a1 s Compat i b i  1 i ty Tests 
........................................................... 
Specimen Type 
Percent o f  Or ig ina l  
Strength Remaining 
I.--------_--_-_-------------- 
2 Week Soak 4 Week Soak 
(3 160°F (3 160°F 
TABLE 3.6 
These t e s t  cond i t ions  were considered t o  be unrepresentat ive and f a r  t oo  
severe. As a r e s u l t ,  a new t e s t  program was introduced t o  do the  fo l low ing :  
1. Evaluate s t rength reduct ions o f  these ma te r ia l s  w i t h  a l t e r n a t i v e  I P K A  
1 i qu ids  under severe accelerated deprec iat ion condi t ions.  
2. Determine a more representat ive se t  o f  t e s t  condi t ions.  
3. Evaluate the e f f e c t s  o f  PGME on other laminates. 
4. Evaluate t h e  e f f e c t s  o f  PGME on other adhesives. 
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3.4.3.1 Liquid Evaluation 
Four 1 iquids were originally considered for evaluation. propylene 
glycol methyl ether (PGME), ethylene glycol methyl ether (EGME), diethylene 
glycol butyl ether (DiEGBE), and ethylene glycol (EG). A subsequent 
examination of the physical properties of DiGBE and EG indicated that they 
were not suited to our use. Therefore, all but the early tests considered 
PGME and EGME only. 
They were: 
Lap shear tests were conducted to compare the residual strength of the FM73 
adhesive after soaking the specimens in the various liquids. The results are 
shown below: 
DOUBLE LAP SHEAR STRENGTH AFTER TWO WEEK EXPOSURE 
(FM73 TO TITANIUM) 
* Preconditioning temperature, tests were conducted at room temperature. 
TABLE 3.7 
A1 though PGME is preferable for IP /CA conditions, the alternative 1 iquids 
resulted in higher residual strength. EGME should therefore be for use as the 
FPD liquid considered if the residual strength under more realistic conditions 
becomes critical. 
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T o t a l  imnersion o f  the t e s t  specimens a t  1 6 O O F  f o r  two o r  f ou r  weeks was an 
extremely severe t e s t  condi t ion.  I f  subsequent t e s t s  were t o  be conducted 
us ing more r e a l i s t i c  condi t ions,  they must account f o r  the extent  o f  exposure, 
1 i q u i d  evaporation, t h e  maximum temperature expected, and the  number o f  
we t / d r y  cyc l e s  expected under i n-ser v i ce cond it ion  s . 
Tests were r u n  t o  determine whether PGME would evaporate from a f l u t e  wi thout  
t he  b e n e f i t  o f  f l ow ing  a i r .  The r e s u l t s  a r e  p l o t t e d  below f o r  a q u a n t i t y  o f  
10 grams o f  l i q u i d  i n  a container w i t h  25 square centimeters o f  l i q u i d  exposed 
t o  a i r .  The r e s u l t s  i nd i ca ted  t h a t  the PGME would n o t  evaporate f a s t  enough 
from the  f l u t e s  w i thou t  some form o f  f l u t e  v e n t i l a t i o n .  
EVAPORATION RATE OF PGME I N  S T I L L  A I R  
1 .oo 
w c 
0.50 
z 
0 
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U 
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TEMPERATURE ( O F )  
FIGURE 3.29 
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A small section representative o f  the LFC porous panels was given to NASA 
Dryden F1 i ght Research Center to determine the maximum surface temperatures 
that might be encountered during a typical hot day. With the test panel 
directly exposed to solar radiation, maximum surface temperatures of 170°F and 
180°F were recorded several times during the month of June. 
For a typical LFC wing, such as shown in figure 3.8, if a small amount of FPO 
liquid remained in the flutes it would directly contact a bond line only in 
those flutes which a r e  a t  t h e  v e r y  l e a d i n g  edge. S ince t h i s  a rea  r e c e i v e s  d i r e c t  
sunlight only in the morning or late afternoon, it was concluded that the 
combination o f  bondline soaking and extreme temperature such as 180°F would 
not occur and that 160°F would be realistic as a maximum temperature for 
preconditioning specimens. 
Development of a soaking cycle that would be representative of an LFC aircraft 
in service was considered, but the large number o f  cycles would be impractical 
i n  terns o f  time and cost. The decision was made to use continuous immersion 
at temperature in lieu o f  wet/dry cycling for preconditioning 
spec imens . 
Based on the factors discussed above, subsequent test specimens 
conditioned as shown in Table 3.8 and tested at room temperature. 
I------.-- 
,--.---.-- 
70°F 
120°F- 
14OOF 
--- 
160°F 
.--------- 
PRECONDITIONING OF TEST SPECIMENS 
the test 
were pre- 
I 
TABLE 3.8 
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Short beam shear t e s t s  were conducted on carbon f i b e r  laminate specimens 
soaked i n  PGME and EGME f o r  one and two weeks a t  temperatures from 70°F t o  
160°F as spec i f i ed  i n  Section 3.4.3.2. The f a i l i n g  shear stress was between 
9,880 and 12,830 pounds per square inch ( p s i )  throughout the f u l l  range of 
t e s t  1 iquids, soak times, and soak temperatures. 
3.4.3.4 Adhesive Evaluation 
I n i t i a l l y ,  aluminum t o  aluminum single l ap  shear t e s t s  were conducted using 
e i g h t  candidate adhesives, b u t  co r re la t i on  t e s t s  showed t h a t  the r e s u l t s  
obtained w i th  aluminum were n o t  i nd i ca t i ve  o f  the r e s u l t s  t h a t  could be 
expected w i t h  t i tanium. F i ve  o f  t he  adhesives were then selected f o r  bonding 
DOUBLE LAP SHEAR TESTS GRAPHITE-EPOXY 
1MlyPRCcn 1 T I l W  L I \ V L Y ip I V PI db VPnl I v w -
FAILING STRESS 
(LBAN~) 
AF 31 
GRAPHCTENOTPRIMED' _ _  GRAPHITE PRIMED 
I 
b4 
,L ._ F 
1 2 0  1 2 
[ s 
W 
0 1 2 0  1 2 0  1 2 
SYMBOLS: (WEEKS) AF 147 TEST RESULrS: 
0 M E  AT 130°F 
0 PGME AT lW°F 
4EGME AT 130' F 
AEGME AT 160° F 
FIGURE 3.30 
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carbon f i b e r  laminates t o  t i t a n i u m  t o  create double lap  shear t e s t  specimens. 
The specimens were precondi t ioned b y  soaking i n  PGME o r  EGME us ing the t ime/ 
temperature schedule shown i n  Table 3.8. The r e s u l t s  o f  these t e s t s  are shown 
i n  F igure 3.30. An examination o f  these r e s u l t s  and the tes ted  specimens 
produced t h e  f o l l o w i n g  f i nd ings :  
1. The epoxy based adhesives flowed out o f  t he  bond area leaving an adhesive 
depleted j o i n t .  
2. The phenol ic based adhesive (AF31) stayed i n  the  j o i n t  and maintained a 
s t rength of about 2000 psi .  The strength could probably be r a i s e d  t o  3000 
p s i  by  post-curing. 
3. The in te r l am ina r  strength o f  the carbon f i b e r  laminate l i m i t e d  the shear 
s t rength o f  the specimens t o  about 3000 ps i .  
4. PGHE and EWE had about the  same e f f e c t  on the  adhesives. 
As a resu?t of these tests ,  AF31 was selected as the  adhesive f o r  t he  WSSD 
program w i t h  PGME as the  prime IP/CA l i qu id .  
3.5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS - STRUCTURAL DESIGN 
The WSSD program generated va luab le  in fo rmat ion  which w i l l  be useful  i n  f u t u r e  
LFC devel opmen-r; programs. 
D i f f e r i n g  c o e f f i c i e n t s  o f  thermal expansion between the t i t a n i u m  surface 
ma te r ia l  and the substructure ma te r ia l  a f f e c t e d  the  surface smoothness o f  t he  
panels; however, acceptable surface smoothness was obtained using carbon f i b e r  
ma te r ia l  f o r  the substructure. Acceptable smoothness was achieved w i t h  e i t h e r  
continuous corrugat ions o r  i nd i v idua l  corrugat ions i n  the  substructure; 
however, continuous corrugat ions generated i n t e r n a l  stresses which caused 
problems i n  mainta in ing the  o v e r a l l  contour. Theoret ica l ly ,  t he  surface could 
be made smoother i f  some form o f  thermal compensation were employed, b u t  the 
use o f  t i t a n i u m  s t r i p s  was d i f f i c u l t  and increased the  dev ia t i on  from the  
panel contour also. The p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  us ing a combination o f  g lass and 
carbon f i b e r s  t o  achieve a c o e f f i c i e n t  o f  expansion equal t o  t h a t  o f  t i t a n i u m  
should be invest igated. 
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I f  0.025 i n c h  t h i c k  t i t a n i u m  i s  used as t h e  surface F a t e r i a l ,  acceptable 
aamaye res is tance can be achieved by l i m i t i n g  t h e  f l u t e  spacing t o  1 inch  on 
center. Add i t iona l  development t o  increase impact res is tance and t e s t i n g  i n  
t h e  20 t o  50 toot-pound range i s  recommended. 
Epoxy based adhesives a re  unsu i tab le  f o r  t h i s  app l i ca t i on  due t o  t h e i r  h igh  
f l o w  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  and incompatibi l i t y  w i t h  the  g l yco l  based l i q u i d s  being 
used. O f  t h e  adhesives tested, t h e  phenolic adhesive AF31 was best su i ted  t o  
o u r  needs. This  area o f  i n q u i r y  should be keep open t o  take  advantage o f  new 
mate r ia l s  as they  a r e  introduced. 
For  LFC experimental t es t i ng ,  i t  i s  recommended t h a t  f iberg lass  w i t h  
s u f f i c i e n t  carbon ma te r ia l  t o  avoid d i  t f e r e n t i a l  thermal expansion e f f e c t s  
should be  g iven pr ime considerat ion f o r  t h e  f l u t e d  sub-surface s t ructures.  
For  a p roduc t ion  a i r c r a f t ,  a l l  t i t an ium panels fabr ica ted  by superp las t ic  form- 
expensive t o o l i n g  i t  would avoid cos t l y  labor  sens i t i ve  layup of ’  laminated 
substructures. Before t h e  necessary t rade s tud ies  can be made i n  t h i s  area, 
techniques must be developed t o r  analyzing t h e  s t rength  o f  corrugated panels 
made w i t h  o r t h o t r o p i c  m a t e r i a l s  and/or mixes o f  mater ia ls .  It i s  des i rab le  
t h a t  these methods and those used t o r  analyz ing metal li c corrugated s t ruc tu res  
be automated because o f  t h e  ra the r  tedious mathematics involved. 
i n g  and d i f f u s i % ?  bending techniques shzu!d be ccnsidered.  !:‘hi12 t h i s  requires 
A major des iyn e f f o r t  should be d i rec ted  toward developing panel j o i n t s  which 
can c a r r y  t h e  r e q u i s i t e  loads whi le  ma in ta in ing  t h e  necessary j o i n t  
smoothness. The panel and j o i n t  aesigns must consider i n te rchangeab i l i t y  
requirements. 
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4. SUCTIOWCLEARING SYSTEM 
4.1 INTRODUCT ION 
I 
The suc t i on /c lea r ing  system were examined t o  ensure t h a t  t he  LFC panel 
development work was p r a c t i c a l  from t h i s  aspect. The fundamental purpose of 
t h e  suc t i on /c lea r ing  system i s  t o  achieve and mainta in  laminar f l o w  over the  
wing surface. Negative pressure o r  suct ion i s  appl ied t o  the boundary l a y e r  
through pe r fo ra t i ons  i n  the  t i t an ium wing skin. To ensure success o f  
l am ina r i za t i on  w i t h  suction, the skin must be kept  c lean so t h a t  no 
contaminants can a c t  as roughness t o  t r i p  the  boundary layer.  The porous 
surface must a l so  be f r e e  o f  any obstruct ions t h a t  would reduce the e f f e c t i v e  
open area and a l t e r  t he  suct ion f l o w  character is t ics .  To keep the  sk in  c lean 
and protected from ice, a l i q u i d  f i l m  system i s  used. A f t e r  t he  l i q u i d  has 
been applied, t he  surface must be cleared before suct ion i s  appl ied. 
The c l e a r i n g  f u n c t i o n  o f  the system provides a p o s i t i v e  d i f f e r e n t i a l  pressure 
across the  s k i n  t o  remove any l i q u i d  trapped i n  the  holes. This  pressure i s  
appl ied from t a k e o f f  up t o  the i n i t i a l  c r u i s i n g  a l t i t u d e .  
One o b j e c t i v e  i n  the  design o f  t he  suct ion/c lear ing system was t o  i n t e g r a t e  
the  components i n t o  the  s t r u c t u r e  o f  the wing as much as possible.  Previous 
s tud ies ind ic t i ted  t h a t  incorporat ing as much duct ing as poss ib le  i n t o  the  
s t r u c t u r e  r e s u l t e d  i n  a simple, e f f i c i e n t ,  r e l i a b l e  system w i t h  few moving 
parts. Th i s  type of system would also minimize the  weight penalty. To t h i s  
end, t he  suct ion and c l e a r i n g  funct ions o f  the system have as many common 
system components as poss ib le  
4.2 GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA 
General design c r i t e r i a  t o  be m e t  i n  designing the  suct ion/c lear ing system 
were as fo l lows:  
a. Low Resistance: The energy required t o  prov ide suct ion o r  c l e a r i n g  
pressure i s  a d i r e c t  f u n c t i o n  of system resistance. Designing the system 
t o  have low pressure drop reduces the  s i z e  o f  t he  suct ion and c l e a r i n g  
pressure source . 
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b. 
C. 
d. 
Maximum Duct Velocity of M = 0.2 for Suction, M = 0.8 for Clearing: 
Excessive internal duct noise could cause transition o f  the boundary 
layer. To minimize noise and to reduce pressure losses in the ducts, a 
maximum internal air velocity of 1.1 = 0.2 was established for suction. 
During clearing operations, Mach number was limited to 0.8 to avoid 
compressibility effects and choking. 
Aircraft Baseline Condition of M = 0.8 Cruise at 35,000 feet: The 
baseline condition is representative of a typical cruise condition for 
scheduled commercial flights including future laminar flow control (LFC) 
aircraft. 
One psi Differential Clearing Pressure: The basic ice protection 
contamination avoidance fluid is propylene glycol methyl ether (PGME) . 
Environmental tests with PGME showed that a differential pressure across 
the porous surface of 1 psi is sufficient to clear the holes of any 
residual PGME (Reference 1). 
4.3 FLOW REQUIREMENTS 
4.3.1 Suction Requirements 
The suction levels required to achieve laminar flow over the wing were 
established by aerodynamic analysis (see Appendix I). The amount of suction 
required varies with chordwise location (Figure 3.7) . Suction flow is 
expressed as suction velocity, Vw = Cq Vm. Close to the leading edge a mean 
suction velocity of 0.47 ft/sec is required to overcome cross flow 
instabilities associated with steep pressure gradients and wing sweep. 
The required suction velocity drops to 0.10 ft/sec over the wing box region 
where Tollmien-Schlicting instabilities dominate. In the trailing edge 
region, the required suction level increases substantially (to 0.70 ft/sec) 
due to crossflow conditions with a severe adverse pressure gradient. 
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4.3.2 C1 earing Requirements 
The clearing system must provide sufficient positive pressure at the underside 
of the porous surface to prevent inflow of liquids. The system must also be 
able to clear any residual liquid from the holes after a fluid has been 
applied. The porous skin may be subject to fluid application during operation 
of the contamination avoidance/ice protection system, during rain, and in 
icing encounters. In each instance, the clearing system first functions to 
prevent the inflow of liquid, and then, when the encounter is over, to clear 
the fluid from the holes by supplying sufficient pressure to overcome surface 
tension and viscosity. A clean, clear surface is a prerequisite to successful 
LFC . 
Based on studies using PGME as the contamination avoidance/ice protection 
system liquid, a differential pressure o f  1.0 psi is sufficient to clear the 
porous surface. This pressure .is more than adequate when the liquid is 
water. For surface protection, contamination avoidance/ice protection 1 iquid 
will be applied from takeoff to 5,000 feet. A positive clearing pressure will 
be used from takeoff and will be continued u p  to the initial cruising 
altitude. Up to 5,000 feet, this positive clearing pressure will minimize the 
system ingestion of the contamination avoidance/ice protection system liquid, 
and above 5,000 feet to cruise altitude, it will clear any liquid from the 
surface . 
4.4 CONCEPTS 
4.4.1 Suction System Concepts 
During suction, air is drawn from the boundary layer, through porous surface, 
and into flutes in the substructure. From there it is routed through 
collection channels into ducts and back to the compressor (Figure 4.1). 
The wing upper surface was divided into 17 suction panels (Figure 4.2) as 
determined by structural and manufacturing concerns. The airflow from each 
panel was calculated and used to site the ducting for the suction and clearing 
system. 
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structure as efficiently as possible. Both chordwise and spanwise collection 
systems were investigated. In both cases, air from the collector ducts was 
SUCTION SYSTEM MANIFOLDING 
COMPRESSOR 
- 
FIGURE 4.1 
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WING SURFACE PANELS 
a- 
FIGURE 4.2 
4.4.2 Clearing System Concept 
Although the suction system definition was completed, the clearing system 
pressure source was not fully defined. Several concepts, such as wing tip or 
wing root airscoops were considered as possible sources. 
4.4.3 Configuration Studies 
Two subsurface suction/clearing system configurations were studied. The first 
was a spanwise air collection system which was developed as the baseline 
system under Contract NAS-14632 for a 300 passenger transport aircraft with 
5,000 mile range. The second system was an equivalent chordwise collection 
system which is actually a hybrid system using spanwise collection in the 
leading and trailing edges and chordwise collection over the wing box area. 
Both these systems were analyzed to see which was the most efficient in terms 
of airflow, duct design, and adaptability to the clearing function. 
The concept o f  a chordwise air collection system was investigated because of 
potential structural advantages and improved air collection efficiency. 
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With  the spanwise system, air  was routed t o  and from the surface panels by 
spanwise channels located beneath the panels (Figure 4.3).  The air  from these 
channels was routed t o  a dry bay located a t  the mid p o i n t  of the wing 
semi-span where i t  was manifolded i n t o  the suction pump (Figure 4.4).  In the 
wing  box region, the collection channels were formed by the external 
s t i f feners  of the main wing box structure. These channels ran the length of 
the wing.  Because of the length of the channels (54 f e e t ) ,  the large surface 
area, and pressure gradients, i t  was necessary t o  use control valves t o  meet 
both suction and clearing requirements. An analysis of the air  distribution 
system (Section 4.5) led t o  an estimate t h a t  1056 control valves would be 
required for each airplane. This large number of control valves increased the 
weight and complexity of the spanwise collection system and decreased i t s  
efficiency due t o  energy loss from excessive pressure drop. Deeper channels 
were required t o  accommodate the control valves and t o  limit the internal 
velocity t o  M = 0.2. The increased channel depth reduced the effective wing 
structural  depth and the space available for fuel.  
WING ARRANGEMENT FOR SPANWISE 
COLLECTION OF SUCTION AIRFLOW 
FIGURE 4.3 
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FIGURE 4.4 
Despite the seeming advantage o f  integrating the channels into the wing 
structure, the spanwise collection design actually resulted in a heavier 
system than the one subsequently developed for chordwise collection. 
A new configuration using chordwise collection channels in the wing box area 
was studied. Spanwise ducting was retained in the leading and trailing edges. 
Chordwise collection in the wing box area is possible because both suction 
airflow requirements and external pressure in that region can be kept fairly 
constant (see Figure 4.5). 
The chordwise channels were much shorter than any spanwise collection channel 
and the system did not require any control valves to match suction and clearing 
flows. If, due to clearing source constraints, a sequencing procedure is used 
for clearing, few control valves would be required. These could be mounted 
forward of the front spar for easy access. Since the channels were shorter and 
no control valves were necessary, the required channel depth was much less. 
Chordwise channel depth could be as small as 0.4 inch compared to a required 
2.0 inch depth for the spanwise collection system at the dry bay. This allowed 
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a deeper, more effective wing box structure and an increased fuel volume within 
the wing section. Since fewer control valves were required, the chordwise 
collection system was lighter and more reliable. 
With the spanwise design, the flow control valves would be inaccessible. With 
the chordwise collectors over the wing box area, all the air i s  routed forward 
into the leading glove and any metering of the air is done there. The leading 
edge suction f low is also routed spanwise through ducts. The placement of all 
this ducting in the leading edge glove improves accessibility to the flow 
distribution system. With the shield extended and the lower panel removed, 
good access i s  provided to the ducts and the control valves (see Figure 3.8). 
A preliminary analysis was conducted comparing the chordwise air collection 
design with the spanwise air collection design for the suction/purge system. 
The chordwise system, by virtue of its shorter collector channels, is a more 
efficient design. The suction and purge airflow requirements are more easily 
matched with the shorter ducts of the chordwise system, simplifying the design 
task. The very elaborate manifold required for the spanwise system would be 
replaced by a relatively simple, if long, collector duct which would be 
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readily accessible through the leading edge access panels. El imination of the 
dry bay in the chordwise design simplifies the wing structure and the fuel 
system and increases fuel capacity. 
The current channel depth of 0.4 inch is more than adequate to provide suction 
and purge airflows within the design parameters at any wing station. The 
mismatch in the flute to channel orifice size required to meet suction and 
purge airflow requirements (Figure 4.6) is increased by the chordwise 
variation of wing surface pressures. Varying the surface porosity, which can 
be achieved by programming the electron beam perforating machine, would 
relieve this situation (see Section 4.5.2). 
4.5 ANALYSIS 
4 -5.1 Suct ion/Cl ear i ng F1 ow Ca lculat ion 
The wing was broken down into 17 suction panels (Figure 4.2) .  Using the 
suction levels required to achieve laminar flow over the wing as established 
by aerodynamic analysis and the required clearing differential pressure of 1 
psid, the airflow from each panel was calculated. These airflows per panel 
were then used to size the ducting for both the suction and clearing systems. 
The airflows calculated for each panel are shown in Figure 4.7. Note the 
disparity between the flow rates for suction and clearing. 
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SUCTION AND CLEARING 
AIR-FLOW REQUIREMENTS 
1 PANEL NO. I SUCTION FLOW CLEARING FLOW 
(LB/SEC) 1 (LB/SEC) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
0.059 
0.123 
0.151 
0.153 
0.173 
0.169 
0.118 
0.179 
0.230 
0.327 
0.380 
0.132 
0.311 
0.428 
0.549 
0.799 
2.49 
0.767 
1.572 
1.928 
1.945 
2.214 
2.161 
2.884 
4.401 
5.640 
8.020 
9.329 
3.253 
1.712 
2.361 
3.025 
4.63 
13.62 
~~ 
I TOTk-  1 6.771 I 69.233 
~~~ 
FIGURE 4.7 
4.5.2 Porosity Study 
Variation of surface porosity was considered as a possible way o f  
reducing that part of the missmatch between suction and purging orifice 
requirement due to external pressure variation. Reducing the porosity from 
its base value at the front spar to 50 percent of this at 60 percent chord 
allows the system to be matched for both suction and purge (See Figure 4.8). 
Controlling the airflow at the surface by varying the porosity not only 
overcomes the orifice problem, it also results in reducing suction airflow and 
power requirements because the pressure drop at the surface is matched to the 
external pressure gradient and airflow requirements (Figure 4.9). This 
feature, in conjunction with the reduction or elimination of other pressure 
drop metering controls, would result in a minimum pressure drop throughout the 
suction system. Varying the porosity in either the chordwise or spanwise 
direction was not anticipated to be a practical problem. 
Porosity tailoring allows the clearing airflow requirement to be reduced by 25 
percent. The flute-to-channel orifices could then be sized to match both the 
suction and clearing requirements (Figure 4.8). 
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4.5.3 Control Valve Study 
A study was done on the spanwise collection system to determine how many 
control valves would be required to match the channel sizes for the suction 
function with those o f  the clearing function assuming that the entire porous 
surface would be cleared at once. 
In this analysis, it was found that 1056 control valves would be required per 
airplane. Also, the channel depth would have to be increased to maintain the 
internal air velocity during suction of M = 0.2. To lessen the number of 
control valves needed, and to reduce the clearing source airflow pressure 
requirement, a sequencing procedure for clearing was studied. With this 
method, the surface is cleared in stages. The number of stages depend on the 
capability of the clearing source to meet the required pressure differential 
across the surface, the disparity in flows, and differences in channel size 
requirements between suction and clearing operations. Clearing in sequence 
prolongs the time needed to clear the system before suction can be applied. 
Some additional hardware is aiso needed to control the sequencing operatlori. 
Sequencing was studied on an earlier contract and would have been used for the 
spanwise collection concept because it resulted in a more efficient, if 
slower, system. The use of decreased porosity (Section 4.5.2) reduces the 
number of sequencing stages needed because any increase in pressure drop 
through the surface reduces the flow rate through the porous surface for the 
required pressure differential and a larger area can be purged with the same 
airflow. 
Sequencing was not required for the chordwise collection system. 
4.6 DETAIL DESIGN 
4.6.1 Ducts and Channels 
For the spanwise collection system, air is drawn through the perforated skin 
and subsurface flutes into collection channels running spanwise the length o f  
the wing and routed directly to a dry bay before being manifolded into the 
suction pump. The maximum channel length is 54 feet. 
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With  the 'chordwise' collection system ultimately chosen, the integral 
collection channels r u n  chordwise over the wing  box area. The a i r  i s  routed 
forward and manifolded w i t h  flow from the leading edge. The combined flow, 
from the attachment line t o  60 percent chord, is then routed i n  spanwise ducts 
(Figure 4.10) t o  the suction source. The airflow from the surface further a f t  
so t h a t  the i n t e r n a l  a i r f low should not exceed M = 0 . 2 .  The requi red  s i z e  f o r  t h e  
main duct increases from a nominal 1 inch diameter a t  the wing t i p  t o  a 
I maximum of 9 inches a t  the mid-semi-span of the wing.  The smaller ducts that  
collect  a i r  from the leading edge flutes range from 1 inch t o  3.75 inches 
transport ducting is located forward of the front spar. During suction, these 
ducts route a i r  t o  the midpoin t  of the wing, then penetrate the lower surface 
1 airflow from the integral spanwise ducts i n  the t ra i l ing  edge are metered 
through manifolds direct ly  t o  the suction pump. The suction a i r  is exhausted 
from the pump a t  freestream pressure and velocity (Figure 4.1) .  This ducting ! system is much simpler than that  required fo r  the spanwise system. 
L 
I 
I 
I 
l is collected i n  spanwise ducts a f t  of the rear spar. The ducts were sized 
I 
1 
I 
I diameter (Figure 4.11).  For this 'chordwise' collection system, the main 
I and run a f t  t o  a mixing chamber which is a t  the suction pump intake. The 
LEADING EDGE AIR COLLECTORS 
FIGURE 4.10 
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4.6.2 Orifices and Valves 
In either the spanwise or chordwise collection systems, metering orifices are 
located at the bottom o f  the flutes. Air passes through the porous surface 
into the flutes and then through the orifices into the channels. The orifices 
are designed such that for suction flow when a substantial metering effect is 
required, the discharge coefficient is 0.68, but for clearing, when minimum 
pressure drop is required, the coefficient is 0.99. This is achieved by using 
an orifice with a smooth, well rounded inlet for clearing and a sharp edged 
inlet for suction. 
For the spanwise air collection system considered originally, control valves 
were located in the collector channels at about two foot intervals. The 
valves controlled the air flow from the flutes of the surface panels to the 
channels. Each valve spanned about three to five flutes and was orificed to 
further meter or control the flow in the suction direction. The orifice in 
the control valve was designed for low flow energy loss and was positioned on 
a flapper-like door (Figure 4.12). During suction the valve was seated and 
all the air flowed through the orifice. When clearing pressure was applied, 
the flapper-like door opened and reduced the flow resistance. The integral 
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CONCEPTUAL VALVE DESIGN 
SPANWISE AIR COLLECTION CONCEPT 
FIGURE 4.12 
channels ducted air to a dry bay and butterfly valves in the ducting to the 
dry bay were used for coarse balancing of airflow and as shutoff valves for 
clearing in sequence. 
The chordwise collection system had no dry bay and if several retractable ram 
air scoops were used along the span of the wing, clearing sequencing and 
control valves would be unnecessary. If sequencing were used, accessible 
control valves could be mounted forward of the front spar. 
4.7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOFWNDATIONS - SUCTION AND CLEAR1 NG SYSTEMS 
The chordwise system of ducting air over the main wing box offers the 
following advantages over a spanwise ducting arrangement: 
o The system is simpler with far fewer control valves. 
o Section system components are readily accessible for maintenance and 
adjustment. 
o Shallower ducting requirements result in reduced weight due to increased 
I 
I 
t 
effective wing structural depth and increased fuel volume. 
l o Dry wing bays are unnecessary, resulting in increased fuel volume and 
I avoidance o f  fuel bulkhead weights. 
I o Multiple cutouts in the upper panel and large cutouts in the lower wing 
panel for ducting air to the suction pump are avoided, resulting in 
we i gh t re duc t i on. I 
I 
o Complicated duct manifolding to the suction pumps is avoided. 
With these advantages, the chordwise ducting system was selected for any 
I 
I 
I 
I future LFC configurations that require LFC suction over the main wing box. 
i 
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5. ICE PROTECTION AND COHTNIINATIGN AVOIDANCE 
SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND DESIGFI 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The primary objective of this part o f  the llSSD Program was to investigate and 
update concepts of supplemental Contamination avoidance and ice protection. 
This was to ensure that the design of the LFC panel structure being developed 
and tested would be compatible with proposed ice protection and contamination 
avoidance systems. The study was to include considerations of operation, 
performance, design, and fabrication to ensure feasibility of the concepts and 
permit a choice for further development work. 
Under an earlier contract for NASA in which systems for laminar flow control 
(LFC) on subsonic aircraft were studied (Reference l ) ,  DAC evaluated numerous 
concepts that would provide contaminat ion avoidance (CA) and/or ice protection 
(IP) for laminar flow aircraft wing. As a result of this study, DAC selected 
a retractable shield as a primary protection system. The shield is stowed in 
the underwing region just aft of the leading edge and is extended to provide 
protection and lift augmentation during takeoff, climb, descent, and landing. 
The preliminary studies also identified two alternative means of providing a 
supplemental C W I P  system for the wing leading edge, both based on a 
protective liquid film. One system used a spray (mounted on the aft face of 
the extended shield) to provide a liquid film on the wing. The second system 
used a porous dispenser mounted in the fixed wing leading edge and integrated 
with the suction system. A retractable shield is used with either system and 
is protected as described in Section 5.2.2. 
Insect contamination is most likely to occur between sea level and 5,000 
feet. To avoid excessive debris buildup on the wing leading edge, the liquid 
system can be applied during this period to supplement the shield protection, 
if necessary. 
The ice protection system selected for the shield itself is the TKS deicing 
system (Reference 2 ) .  In this system, an ethylene glycol/water solution is 
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dispensed through a porous leading edge sec t ion  o f  the  high l i f t  sh ie ld .  
Contamination o f  the s h i e l d  i t s e l f  is acceptable f o r  the proposed LFC system 
because i t  r e t r a c t s  i n t o  the  lower surface a f t  o f  the  attachment l i n e  where 
LFC i s  n o t  required. 
The conf igura t ion  o f  the DAC Leading Edge Test A r t i c l e  (LETA) being tes ted  on 
the  Leading Edge F l i g h t  Test (LEFT) program (Reference 1 ) uses the  s h i e l d  
supplemented by a spray system for  contamination avoidance and i c e  protect ion.  
Using a f reez ing  p o i n t  depressant (FPD) l i qu id ,  the l i q u i d  systems can a l so  be 
used f o r  i c e  p ro tec t i on  o f  the  wing leading edge. I f  i c i n g  cond i t ions  are 
encountered, the s h i e l d  can be deployed f o r  a n t i - i c i n g .  I f  a spray system i s  
used, s u f f i c i e n t  capac i ty  e x i s t s  f o r  operation i n  a de- ic ing mode. During 
i c i n g  encounters, the s h i e l d  should be extended w i t h  the i c e  p ro tec t i on  on. 
The d e t a i l e d  opera t iona l  procedures and the  need f o r  a supplemental l i q u i d  
contamination avoidance system w i l l  be inves t iga ted  dur ing  the Leading Edge 
F l i g h t  Test (LEFT) p r q r m  current!y ge5n.; OR a t  !SA. Clryden; The spray 
system concept was se lected f o r  the  LEFT program because i t  does n o t  
compl icate the  leading edge s t r u c t u r e  and LFC suc t ion  system and u t i l i z e s  
o f f - t he -she l f  hardware. Pre l  iminary studies o f  the supplemental 1 i q u i d  f i l m  
ind ica ted  t h a t  t he  glycol-based f l u i d  selected, propylene g l y c o l  methyl e ther  
(PGME), w i l l  p rov ide exce l l en t  contamination avoidance proper t ies  and a l so  a c t  
s a t i s f a c t o r i l y  as a f reez ing p o i n t  depressant f o r  i c e  p ro tec t ion .  
I n t e g r a t i n g  the l i q u i d  dispenser i n t o  the wing leading edge and suc t ion  system 
complicates the design, b u t  the  p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  more economical use o f  t he  
p r o t e c t i v e  l i q u i d  and improved operat ional  f l e x i b i l i t y  make t h i s  concept 
a t t r a c t i v e .  Two poss ib le  methods o f  implementing the  l i q u i d  f i l m  dispenser 
concept were considered. These were i n t e r m i t t e n t  chordwise dispensing o r  an 
in tegra ted  l i q u i d  dispenser/suct ion arrangement. I n  the i n t e r m i t t e n t  chordwise 
system, described i n  Sect ion 5.3.1, dispensers d i s t r i b u t e  the l i q u i d  through 
the  per fo ra ted  t i t a n i u m  s k i n  from spanwise f l u t e s  located between the  suc t ion  
f l u t e s .  The in tegra ted  l i q u i d / s u c t i o n  system u t i l i z e s  the  spanwise f l u t e s  f o r  
both suc t ion  and t o  d i s t r i b u t e  the  l i q u i d  as described i n  Sect ion 5.3.2. 
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The secondary objective of this part of the program was to develop design and 
operating data pertaining to the liquid dispenser and perforated titanium 
suction concepts, In particular, analyses and tests were undertaken to: 
a. Determine the relationships between pressure drop and the flow of air or 
liquid through the perforated titanium (see Section 5.3.3) 
b. Determine the susceptibil ity of the proposed perforated surface material 
to clogging from atmospheric contaminants, the effectiveness o f  cleaning 
methods, and the ability to clear the surface of any liquid in the 
perforation (see Section 5.3.4). 
5.2 CONTAMINATION AVOIDANCE AND ICE PROTECTION SYSTEl.1 REQUIREMENTS 
5.2.1 Fixed Leading Edge 
The major considerations for contamination avoidance were the distribution o f  
characteristics of airborne insects, the extent to which smoothness must be 
maintained, compatibility with other LFC systems and structures, and operation 
and maintenance procedures. 
a. Insect Population and Characteristics - Host insects are confined to the 
so-called terrestrial zone, from ground level to (91,4111) 300 feet, 
although insects can occur up t o  (1,500m) 5,000 feet above ground on rare 
occasions. 
A contamination avoidance system that is effective at altitudes below 
(305111) 1,000 feet should be adequate in a temperate climate, but some 
data indicate that protection up to (1,525111) 5,000 feet may be required 
under semi-tropical conditions. Each of the systems should, therefore, 
be evaluated on its ability to provide Contamination protection up to 
(305m) 1,000 feet altitude as a minimum and u p  to (1,524m) 5,000 feet as 
a design goal. 
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b. Roughness C r i t e r i a  - The permissible roughness i s  a funct ion o f  c r u i s e  
a l t i t u d e ,  t he  chordwise d is tance from the  attachment 1 i n e  (s tagnat ion 
p o i n t  w i t h  two dimensional f low), and the  type o f  roughness. The contam- 
i n a t i o n  avoidance system has t o  prevent adhesion o f  contaminants t h a t  
would t r i p  the  boundary l aye r .  A maximum al lowable height o f  (0.102mm) 
0.004 inch was used f o r  system evaluat ion and p re l im ina ry  design. 
c. I c e  P r o t e c t i o n  - The i c e  p ro tec t i on  system must prevent o r  remove i c e  
accumulation near the leading edge and n o t  a l l ow  water t o  r u n  back onto an 
LFC area where i t  could subsequently freeze. The i c e  p r o t e c t i o n  system 
must meet the requirements o f  FAR 25 and be c e r t i f i a b l e  by the  FAA. 
Laminar Flow would have t o  be maintained a f t e r  encountering continuous 
maximum i c i n g  c o n d i t i o n  o r  i n t e r m i t t e n t  maximum i c i n g  condi t ions as 
def ined by FAR 25. 
The i c e  p r o t e c t i o n  system selected f o r  t he  s h i e l d  i t s e l f  i s  the TKS 
de ic ing  system (Reference 2 j .  i n  t h i s  system, an ethylene g1ycoi;water 
s o l u t i o n  i s  dispensed through a porous leading edge sec t i on  o f  the h igh 
l i f t  shie ld .  Contamination o f  the s h i e l d  i t s e l f  i s  acceptable f o r  t he  
proposed LFC system because i t  r e t r a c t s  i n t o  the  lower surface a f t  o f  t he  
attachment l i n e  where LFC i s  n o t  required. 
d. C o m p a t i b i l i t y  - The contamination avoidance system must be designed 
w i t h i n  the  space cons t ra in t s  o f  the leading edge box and be compatible 
w i t h  the  space requirements o f  the s t ruc tu re ,  t he  suc t i on  system, t h e  
r e t r a c t a b l e  s h i e l d  t h a t  must a l so  be p roper l y  s ized and loca ted  f o r  
aerodynamic performance, and the  s h i e l d  ac tua t i ng  mechanism. Another 
p o t e n t i a l  c o n f l i c t  o f  requirements i s  l i q u i d  dispensing versus suc t i on  
area requirements, e s p e c i a l l y  i n  the r e g i o n  o f  attachment l i n e  t rave l ,  
It would be h i g h l y  des i rab le  t o  use the same l i q u i d  f o r  the contamination 
avoidance and i c e  protect ion.  To e f f e c t  t h i s  in tegrat ion,  t he  p o r o s i t y  
requirements o f  t he  two systems and the spreading c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  o f  t he  
l i q u i d  must be compatible. Also, a method must be devised t o  c lea r  the  
l i q u i d  from the porous surface before apply ing suct ion.  The duct ing f o r  
t he  CMIP system and the  suct ion system could be common o r  separable. 
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e. Aircraft Operation and Maintenance - The contamination avoidance system 
should not require special flight procedures that would significantly 
degrade performance or affect safety. Consideration must be given to 
crew workload, worldwide availability of protective liquids, 
environmental pollution, and ground maintenance including the ability to 
replace a1 1 system components. 
5.3 PERFORFIANCE AND DESIGN STUDIES 
5.3.1 Intermittent Chordwise Design 
One method of applying liquid to the surface is to use spanwise dispensers 
welded to the skin and spaced intermittently in the chordwise direction. To 
minimize interference with the suction capability, the liquid dispensers are 
located in the region between the suction strips, as shown in Figure 5.1. 
Four dispensers are shown with fluid tubes attached. The titanium dispensers 
would be seam welded to the skin after the initial forming operation and the 
graphite substructure subsequently bonded to the skin and dispenser assembly. 
I NTE RM I TT ENT DI S PENS E RS 
3- 
1- 
FIGURE 5.1 
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A collar is swaged onto the liquid supply tube and this assembly is bonded to 
the titanium at a predrilled location. The area o f  the graphite substructure 
adjacent to the tube is filled with a sealant. 
During low altitude operation, the shield would be extended and aerodynamic 
forces would cause all of the liquid to flow upward, providing contamination 
avoidance and ice protection. A disadvantage is that if icing conditions are 
encountered when the shield is retracted (e.g., during cruise), ice could form 
between the two dispensers on either side of the attachment line. However, the 
intermittent chordwise concepts offers two advantages over the spray system: 
a. The dispensers are more economical in the use of liquid firstly by 
providing uniform distribution, and secondly because unlike the spray 
system, all of the liquid contacts the surface. 
b. The dispensers provide a measure of ice protection when the shield is 
retracted. 
The major disadvantage o f  the concept is that it increases the complexity of 
design and manufacturing of the wing leading edge. 
5.3.2 Integrated Suction/Contamination/Ice Protection Design 
An alternative method of dispensing liquid through the perforated skin would 
use a plenum that integrates 1 iquid dispensing with the suction/surface- 
clearing function. The titanium dispensing plenum would be made using the 
superplastic-forming and diffusion-bonding process. It could be resistance- 
welded to the titanium skin at its extremities where sealing is required and 
could be capacitor-discharge welded in between at the 1 iquid passage spacers. 
The center area o f  the plenum which encompasses the region of attachment line 
travel during cruise would provide liquid for ice protection and suction for 
laminarization. The outer plenums are needed for ice protection at extreme 
angle o f  attack and dispense liquid only. The tubular ducts would be welded 
or brazed to the plenum (see Figure 5.2). 
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INTEGRATED DISPENSERS 
I I I I  I ; WRP 
LIQUID ONLY 
FIGURE 5.2 
5.3.3 Pressure Drop Through Perforated Titanium 
No data was available for the influence of liquid properties on the pressure 
drop character!stics of perforated titanium with slightly conical holes and a 
length-to-diameter ratio between 5 and 10. Testing was, therefore, conducted 
to verify analytical conditions. The flow in the perforations should be 
laminar at the calculated Reynolds numbers and the corresponding friction 
factor was used. A typical result was plotted as liquid flow versus pressure 
drop for the tested LFC surface with 0.0026 inch diameter holes (Figure 5.3). 
L I Q U I D  PRESSURE DROP THROUGH 0 -0026 INCH DIAMETER PERFORATED T ITANIUM 
(60% PROPYLENE GLYCOL #ETHYL ETHER/40% WATER AT 70°F) 
2.75 1N. -DIA.  FLOlrl AREA 
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O2 t 
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FIGURE 5 .3  
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The res'31ts were ccmpzred eith the followfng t h e ~ r e t i c a i  e q ~ a t i ~ n s  derived 
previously . 
APd = 0.5qi + qe = 0.5625qi 
LPd = O.lqi t q e = 1.0256qe 
(Suction Flow) 
(Clearing Flow) 
Where: 5Pd is the total dynamic pressure loss, q i  is the inlet dynamic 
pressure, and qe is the dynamic pressure at the outlet. 
The frictional losses can be calculated using the Darcy equation. 
APf = 4 f 1 
-7-9 
Where: f is the friction factor, 1 is the length, and d is the diameter. 
For a mixture of 60 percent PGHE and 40 percent water, the analysis predicted 
a pressure drop 60 percent higher at 70°F than the measured value at typical 
design flow rates. The slope of the curve for the test dataincreases rapidly 
at high flow rates indicating higher dynamic losses than estimated or losses 
due to transition to turbulent flow. 
Since it was not possible within the scope of the program to determine the 
cause of this discrepancy, a set of pressure curves (Figure 5.4) was empiri- 
cally derived from tests, These curves provide pressure drop data over the 
temperature range -40°F to +12OoF at flows between 1 and 30 gpm of liquid per 
square foot of surface area. These curves are recommended for use in design. 
5.3.4 Environmenta 1 Contaminat ion 
Environmental contaminat ion tests were conducted to determine the suscept i- 
bility of perforated titanium to clogging due to atmospheric particles. 
Figure 5.5 shows that a significant reduction in airflow occurred after the 
specimens were exposed to atmospheric contaminants at the Long Beach Airport 
for several weeks. Steam cleaning using a simple hand-held wand restored the 
original porosity of all specimens, including several that had been exposed 
for 13 to 15 weeks. Periodic steam cleaning at 100 flight hour intervals 
would prevent significant clogging under typical environmental conditions. 
Because the steam cleaning temperature was below the curing temperature o f  the 
bond, no degradations of the bond should occur after repeated steam cleaning. 
A visual inspection showed no degradation of the bond. 
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L I Q U I D  PRESSURE DROP ACROSS 0.025 INCH PERFORATED 
T I T A N I U M  WITH 0.0026 INCH DIAMETER AT 0.026 INCH SPACING 
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ENVl RONM ENTAL CBNTAMl NATION 
OF 0.0026-INCH-DIAMETER PERFORATED TITANIUM 
SPECIMEN NO. 1 
PRESSURE 
DROP 
(INCHES 
OF WATER) 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
AIRFLOW (M 3/SEC x lo-' ) 
FIGURE 5.5 
The porosity o f  an almost identical specimen was degraded only to about half 
the extent of the previous sample in the same time period, as shown in Figure 
5.6. This indicated, the variability in the rate of clogging of porosity that 
can occur under apparently similar conditions. A single steam cleaning again 
restored the porosity completely. 
5.4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS - ICE PROTECTION & CONTMIINATION AVOIDANCE 
o The proposed electron beam perforated suction surface appears to be 
practical from the aspect of clogging and cleaning in service. 
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ENVIRCNMENTAL CONTANINATION OF 0.0026 INCH DIAMETER 
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FIGURE 5.6 
A design using either integrated liquid/suction or intermittent chordwise 
liquid dispensing concepts has the potential for development as a 
practical liquid dispensing system for protection against icing and con- 
tamination. Either system could be used for ice protection without 
deploying the shield and less liquid would be required than with a spray 
system. Further design studies and testing are needed to develop a 
practical arrangement. 
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6. FABRICATION DEVELCPMENT 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
As the design of the LFC porous surface panels matured, it developed from a 
complex multilayered fiberglass structure which was sewn and bonded together 
to the simpler design shown in Figure 3.3. This design has a composite molded 
substructure that is bonded to an electron beam perforated titanium skin in a 
separate operation. The development of this design required the solution of 
several fabrication problems, including the following: How could curved 
panels having this cross-section be fabricated to contour accurately without 
the aid of very expensive tooling? What could be done to improve the 
reliability of the bond between the titanium and the substructure? Why did 
the panels not maintain the mold shape? 
6.2 FABRICATION TOOLING FOR CURVED PARTS 
In the late stages o f  the initial LFC contract ir iASi- i4632j,  a simplified 
corrugated substructure was designed to support the porous surface. This 
simple section was layed up as shown in Figure 6.1. The expansion of silicone 
rubber mandrels with temperature provided the pressure necessary to squeeze 
out the volatile gasses and to compact the layup against the hard tool during 
cure. The method worked well enough for flat or slightly curved panels, but 
for a highly curved surface such as a leading edge, a collapsible or disposable 
tool would be required to prevent the molded part from being locked in place 
on the tool as shown in Figure 6.2. A teflon tool, as shown in Figure 6.3, 
was devised to solve these problems. The substructure would be layed up on 
the teflon mandrel tool which was sufficiently flexible to conform to the mold 
shape. Once the part was cured, the part and the teflon tool could be removed 
together from the mold and theoretically the teflon tool could be peeled from 
the molded part. 
The prototype tool was composed of machined trapedtoidal teflon mandrels 
mechanically fastened to a 0.032 inch thick teflon sheet. The tool proved to 
be too stiff to allow a peeling process to separate it from the part. In 
addition, during cure the resin tended to run into the joints between the 
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CORRUGATED PANEL FABRICATION STEPS 
I 
I STEP 1 LAYUP CORRUGATIONS 
S T E P  2 DENSIFY CORRUGATIONS 
S T E P  3 LAYUP FACE SHEET 
-7 SILICONE YANDREL 
S T E P  4 BAG AND CURE SUBSTRUCTURE 
STEP 5 ASSEMBLE SUBSTRUCTURE AND TITANIUM 
/T S I L I C O N E  MANDREL 
ONDING AGENT PERFORATED TITANIUM 
S T E P  6 BAG AND CTJRE SUBSTRUCTURE AND TITANIUM 
FINISHED PANEL 
MANDRELS ARE PULLED OUT 
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FIGURE 6.1 
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HARD TOOLING FOR CURVED PANELS 
I METAL MOLDING TOOL I 
FIGURE 6.2 
F L E X I B L E  FOOLING FOR CURVED PANELS 
I T E  LAYUP 
S I L I C O N E  MANDREL 
COMPOSITE LAYUP 
FIGURE 6.3 
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mandrels and the sheet causing flash which made removal even harder. 
Unscrewing the mandrels from the sheet to remove the tool was a tedious task, 
but allowed use of the separated mandrels during subsequent bonding of the 
perforated titanium outer sheet. A more flexible material and molded or 
bonded construction was needed to reduce the tool cost and to allow easy 
separation. 
A second tool was made entirely of silicone rubber, Sections of rubber 
extrusion, trapezoidal in cross section, were bonded to a 0.063 inch thick 
silicone rubber sheet to form a monolithic flexible tool. This tool was 
easily separated from the cured part and the parts produced on it were nicely 
compacted and free of porosity indicating that uniform pressure had been 
applied. It was felt that the flexible tool concept needed additional 
development for production use, but all the test pane 
fabricated using flexible silicone rubber tools even 
involved. 
The layup and curing processes came under close scrut 
find out why the panels would not retain their proper 
s for this program were 
though no curvature was 
ny during the search to 
shape when removed from 
the mold (see Section 3.3). About 35 sample substructures, each about 8 x 10 
inches, were made before this problem was solved. Initially the fabrication 
related areas of investigation included the effects of unbalanced layups, 
possible resin imbalances throughout the substructure, and the temperature 
distribution during the cure cycle. 
The material used to make the initial test specimens was Narmco 5208/T300 
preimpregnated biwoven cloth. It is an eight harness satin weave cloth which 
is woven as shown in Figure 6.4. This weave has an inherently unbalanced dis- 
tribution of material and is known to warp when layed up in thin sections. 
This was thought to be a possible source of the panel distortions. Sub- 
structures were made using carefully balanced layups of eight harness cloth, a 
combination of eight harness cloth and unidirectional tape, and a balanced 
plainweave type of cloth. All of these specimens still exhibited the bowing 
across the corrugations which was evident in the initial panels. Resin samples 
were taken from panels made with tape and from those made with cloth. 
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EIGHT HARNESS SATIN WEAVE CLOTH 
WARP F I B E R S  
FIGURE 6.4 
The resin content of samples taken from various areas of the parts varied only 
a few percent from one another for any specimen and was insufficient to have 
caused panel bowing. Thermocouples were placed in the layup to determine 
temperature distributions during the cure cycle. These showed afi we:: distri- 
bution throughout the layup during the entire curing cycle. These tests 
showed the basic fabrication processes were being done correctly and that 
consistent laminates were being produced. The problem was finally resolved by 
balancing the stresses locked in to the bends of the corrugation by wrapping 
the mandrels as described in Section 3.3. See Figures 3.20 and 3-22. 
The fabrication of these panels provided an opportunity to explore various 
methods of speeding up the layup procedure and to assess what additional 
problems might be encountered in laying up larger, curved panels. The 
original panel substructure design had corrugations which were layed up as one 
piece as shown in Figure 6.1. This would not be a difficult task with 
fiberglass, but carbon fiber with its much higher modulus o f  elasticity was 
too stiff to be forced easily into the flutes. The eight harness satin weave 
cloth proved to be the easiest material to work with because it could be bent 
more easily, but considerable time was still required to push the material 
t would stay put. nto the corners of the corrugations down n such a way that 
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When the mandrels were individually wrapped to prevent the panel from 
not appear to lend itself to a production situation, however, techniques such 
as braiding carbon fiber tubes to fit each mandrel might allow the panels to 
be produced at reasonable cost. 
I distorting, the fabrication time increased significantly. This design does 1 
Another problem which was encountered was that the inner surface of the panels 
developed a series of ridges as shown in Figure 6.5. These ridges were caused 
by expansion of the rubber mandrels which is a function of the curing tempera- 
ture, the volume of the rubber, and the intensity of the autoclave pressure 
resisting the expansion. The ridges would not affect strength or LFC 
performance, but rib attachments would need to be molded to the uneven surface 
because bonding could result in varying bond thickness which would not be 
conductive to good bonds. Several of the specimens made to investigate the 
bowing problem were also used to find a way of eliminating the ridges. Two 
methods were found to be satisfactory. 
1. Using silicone mandrels extruded with a hole in the middle to reduce the 
expansion pressure reduced the ridges to an acceptable level. The hole 
reduced the rubber volume by 8.9 percent and allowed the material to 
expand inward as well as outward. This method is applicable to larger 
panels, curved panels, and high production rates. 
2. The use of a local caul plate (Figure 6.6) produced a good flat surface on 
flat panels but would not transfer pressure uniformly on very curved 
surfaces such as the wing leading edge. 
In a production situation, panel interchangeability requirements may dictate 
that matched tooling be used to control the overall thickness of the panels to 
close tolerances, at least in local areas. This, of course, would automati- 
cally give flat surfaces at those places where the panel would be attached to 
the supporting structure. 
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6.3 TITANIUM WELD1 NG, PROCESSING, AND BOND1 NG 
6.3.1 Titaniue Welding and Forming 
The electron beam (EB) drilled material, as received from Pratt & Whitney, was 
0.025 inch thick 6AL 4V titanium sheet material with a perforated area 17 x 54 
inches. Since the major test specimen was to be 60 x 70 inches, it was 
evident that some technique for joining the sheets together would be needed. 
Welding seemed to be the obvious choice and several test specimens were made 
to determine whether this would be practical. The results showed that both 
electron beam and tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding could produce satisfactory 
welds. The EB weld produced narrower bead but is a more expensive process. 
As expected, both methods caused distortion of the sheets due to the high 
local temperatures involved. This nfioil canning" was not acceptable and a 
method of removing it needed to be developed for welding to be used. 
The welded sheets were successfully flattened by a method akin to the super 
p!astic forming (SPF) process in which the material is heated in an inert gas 
atmosphere until it becomes plastic. Gravity or pressure is then used to form 
the material over a die, in this case a flat surface. In a production 
situation the panels would be heat formed to contour and if distortions due to 
welding were present, they would be removed during this process. For a 
smaller program, flattening the sheets to remove any distortions then rolling 
them to contour is less expensive, but is a more difficult and less accurate 
way to produce parts with the required curvature. 
6.3.2 Titanium Processing and Bonding 
The initial tests of the titaniudcomposite bond described in Section 3 showed 
a significant amount of data scatter. The process for bonding titanium and 
carbon fiber was being developed for the DC-10 Composite Vertical Stabilizer 
(CVS)  program, but was not yet perfected as a Douglas standard process. As a 
result, the bonding process was unsatisfactory on some of the early lap shear 
and peel test specimens and this caused some specimens to fail prematurely. 
The CVS process used Fk1300K, an epoxy, as the bonding material and it was 
necessary to determine if the process would have to be modified for the AF31 
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adhesive which is a phenolic resin system which was more resistant to attack 
from PGME liquid. The process for bonding titanium to carbon fiber using AF31 
adhesive finally consisted of: 
1. an alkaline etch and phosphoric acid anodize of the titanium surface, 
2. priming of all faying surfaces, titanium and composite, using an epoxy 
based primer, and 
3. bonding of the parts within 72 hours of priming. 
This process is essentially the same as that used for epoxy adhesives such as 
FM300. Use of this procedure did not raise the bond strength but did produce 
bonds of near maximum strength regularly, thus producing consistent results in 
subsequent tests. The use of AF31 adhesive also improves the bonding process 
because it does not tend to run out of the bond area. Because it does not plug 
perforations outside of the bond area, it not need be as precisely located 
during fabrication as the high flow epoxies. 
6.4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMllENDATIONS - FABRICATION DEVELOPHENT 
From a fabrication viewpoint, fiberglass would be a better material for the 
substructure than carbon fiber. It is much easier to work with and conforms 
to the tool more readily due to its lower modulus of elasticity. It would be 
of particular advantage if individually wrapped mandrels could be eliminated. 
The flexible mandrel concept has proved to be an excellent method of tooling 
for the porous panel and is usable in a production situation. For those 
applications where the flutes must be accurately located, a method of 
stabilizing the tool dimensionally may be necessary. 
Nothing inherent in any of the fabrication processes would limit the size of 
the pa'nel that could be produced, however, panel cost versus size 
relationships have not yet been established. 
The titanium surface material must be carefully prepared to obtain good bonds 
to the composite substructure and the necessary processing has been developed. 
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7. SUMMARY O F  CONCLUSICNS a m  RECOMMENDATIONS 
I 
L 7.1 CONCLUSIONS 
o The chordwise a i r  c o l l e c t i o n  method, which a c t u a l l y  combines chordwise and 
spanwise a i r  co l  l ec t i on ,  i s  t h e  best o f  t he  designs conceived up t o  t h i s  
t ime f o r  f u l l  chord LFC. I t s  shallower duc t ing  improved s t r u c t u r a l  
e t f i c i e n c y  o f  t h e  main wing box r e s u l t i n g  i n  a reduct ion i n  wing weight 
and i t  prov ided continuous support o f  t h e  "chordwise" panel j o i n t s ,  b e t t e r  
matching o f  suc t ion  and c l e a r i n g  a i r f l o w  requirements, and s i m p l i f i e d  duct 
t o  suc t i on  source manifolding. 
0 Laminar Flow Contro l  (LFC) on both t h e  upper and lower surfaces was 
prev ious ly  reduced t o  LFC suc t i on  on t h e  upper sur face on ly ,  back t o  85 
percent chord (see Reference 1). The study concludes tha t ,  i n  add i t i on  t o  
reduced wing area and o the r  p r a c t i c a l  advantages, t h i s  system would be 
l i g h t e r  because o f  t h e  increase i n  e f f e c t i v e  s t r u c t u r a l  wing thickness. 
o Panel s i z e  w i l l  u l t i m a t e l y  be l i m i t e d  by design, cos t  o r  maintenance, 
r e p a i r  and in te rchangeab i l i t y  considerations ra the r  than anyth ing i n  t h e  
manufacturing process. 
o Thermal analyses and t e s t s  were conducted which v e r i f i e d  t h a t  i t  was 
poss ib le  t o  se lec t  combinations o f  t i t a n i u m  and carbon f i b e r  t h a t  when 
bonded a t  250°F would s tay w i t h i n  the  waviness and bowing c r i t e r i a  under 
f l i g h t  ambient temperatures. 
o Whi r l ing  arm r a i n  erosion/impact t e s t i n g  o f  small representat ive LFC panel 
specimens ind i ca ted  t h a t  w i t h  t l u t e  widths up t o  0.65 inch, a prolonged 
f l i g h t  i n  heavy r a i n  a t  a t r u e  airspeed o f  400 m i l e s  per  hour w i l l  not  
damage t h e  LFC surfaces. 
0 Impact damage t e s t s  o f  50 i nch  pounds on  both t h e  bonding land and center  
o f  t h e  suc t i on  f l u t e  caused s i y n i t i c a n t  delamination and s p l i n t e r i n g  o f  
t h e  carbon f i b e r  substructure. More t e s t i n g  i n  t h e  20 t o  50 i n c h  pound 
range would e s t a b l i s h  t h e  l e v e l  a t  which t h e  damage t o  t h e  subst ructure 
begins t o  occur. 
I 
I ao 
o Propylene g l y c o l  methyl e ther  (PGME) i s  t h e  pre fer red  f reez ing  p o i n t  
depressant (FPD) l i q u i d  f o r  i c e  p ro tec t i on  and contamination avoidance 
( I P / C A ) .  PGME was found t o  attack t h e  F V  7 3  epoxy adhesive used 
i n i t i a l l y ,  bu t  a phenol ic  based aahesive (AF 31) maintained a s t rength  o f  
substructure. 
I 
1 
, about 2000 p s i  and was se lected f o r  bonding t h e  t i t a n i u m  surface t o  t h e  
o The suc t i on  l e v e l s  requi red t o  achieve laminar f l o w  over t h e  wing were I 
I establ ished.  
I 
o It i s  des i rab le  f o r  t h e  c l e a r i n g  system t o  prov ide s u f f i c i e n t  p o s i t i v e  t 
I pressure a t  t h e  underside o f  t h e  porous surface t o  prevent i n f l o w  o f  
I l i q u i d s .  A p o s i t i v e  pressure o f  1 p s i  beneath t h e  pe r fo ra t i ons  i s  
I , s u t t i c i e n t  t o  avoid i n t l o w  o f  l i q u i d s  and c l e a r  any res idua l  l i q u i d  from 
t h e  ho les  a f t e r  a f l u i d  has been applied. I 
I 0 The p r ~ p s e d  ~ ! e c t m n  hPam p r f o r a t p d  suc t ion  surface appears t o  be I 
p r a c t i c a l  from t h e  aspect o f  c logging and c lean ing  i n  service. 
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7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 
Use LFC s u c t i o n  on t h e  upper surface on ly ,  back t o  85 percent chord 
(Heterence 1). 
Use t h e  chordwise c o l  l e c t i o n  method (which ac tua l  combines chordwise and 
spanwise a i r  c o l l e c t i o n ) .  
Use t h e  t i t a n i u m  E B  p e r f o r a t e d  o u t e r  su r face  supported by a bonded 
combinat ion o f  carbon f i b e r  and t i b e r g l a s s  support  f l u t e s  t o  s tay w i t h i n  
t h e  waviness and bowing c r i t e r i a .  
Continue t h e  analyses, development, and t e s t i n g  o f  a f i b e r g l a s s  suhstruc- 
t u r e  w i t h  carbon t i b e r s  in t roduced i n  s u f f i c i e n t  q u a n t i t y  t o  balance t h e  
t herma 1 expansion. 
F o r  p roduc t i on  components, i n v e s t i g a t e  an a l l  t i t a n i u m  panel. Compare 
sur face  SmnOthnPss cost  and weiqht t o  t h e  t i b e r g l a s s  subs t ruc tu re  f o r  a 
p roduc t i on  q u a n t i t y  o f  250 a i r c r a f t .  
Cont inue m a t e r i a l  p r o p e r t i e s  t e s t s ,  smal l  and l a r g e  compression panel 
t e s t s ,  r a i n  e r o s i o n  t e s t s ,  and impact damage t e s t s .  
Es tab ' l i sh  c r i t e r i a  f o r  a l l owab le  d e t e r i o r a t i o n  i n  s e r v i c e  o f  t h e  LFC s u r -  
f ace from e r o s i o n  roughness, indentat ions,  and any p o r o s i t y  d e t e r i o r a t i o n .  
I n v e s t i g a t e  repa i  r techniques, a l  lowable blockage from dents, and 
maintenance i n t e r v a l s  recomended. 
To reduce t h e  e f f e c t s  o f  t h e  thermal expansion between t h e  t i t a n i u m  
s u r f a c e  m a t e r i a l  and t h e  subs t ruc tu re  m a t e r i a l  (which a f f e c t s  t h e  surface 
smoothness), i n v e s t i g a t e  a woven combinat ion o f  g lass  and carbon f i b e r s  
t o  achieve a c o e f t i c i e n t  o f  expansion equal t o  t h a t  o f  t i t a n i u m .  
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o A major  design e f f o r t  should be d i rec ted  t o  develop panel j o i n t s  t o  ca r ry  
t h e  expected loau inys  wh i l e  mainta in ing t h e  necessary j o i n t  smoothness 
and suc t i on  c o n t i n u i t y .  Development should inc lude design and t e s t i n g  o f  
j o i n t s ,  panel i n te rchangeab i l i t y ,  and i n t e g r a t i o n  o f  an I P / C A  f l u i d  
dispensing system i n t o  t h e  s t ructure.  
o Poros i t y  t a i l o r i n g  bas Considered d s  a poss ib le  way o t  matching suc t ion  
and purg ing o r i f i c e  requirement due t o  external  pressure var ia t ions .  
Varying t h e  p o r o s i t y  a l so  reduces the  suc t ion  a i r t l o w  and power requi re-  
ments. Fu r the r  study o f  p o r o s i t y  t a i l o r i n g  should be done. This w i l l  
i n f l u e n c e  t h e  desiyn o f  t h e  c l e a r i n g  system. 
o More des ign development and t e s t i n g  i s  needed on j o i n t s ,  panel i n t e r -  
chanyeabi 1 i t y  , i n t e g r a t i o n  o f  an i c e  pro tec t ion /contaminat ion  avoidance 
( I P / C A )  f l u i d  d ispensing system i n t o  t h e  s t ruc tu re ,  and f i n a l  d e f i n i t i o n  
o f  t h e  c l e a r i n g  system. 
o Fur ther  experimental development should proceed us ing  a f i b e r g l a s s  sub- 
s t r u c t u r e  w i th  carbon f i b e r s  introduced on ly  i n  s u f t i c i e n t  q u a n t i t y  t o  
balance thermal expansion. 
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3 .  APPENDIX 1 
' L  
I 
1 SUCTION AIRFLOW REQUIREMENTS 
An aerodynamic ana lys is  o f  t h e  wing geometry provided by cont rac t  NAS1-14637 
I was completed us ing  t h e  Douglas Jameson 3-0 t ransonic  p o t e n t i a l  f l ow  program. 
Upper sur face pressures a r e  shown i n  F igure A I - 1  f o r  a wing l i f t  c o e f f i c i e n t  
I 
I 
l o t  0.56. The corresponding isobar  map i s  provided i n  F igure  A I - 2 .  These 
I pressure p r o f i l e s  were used w i t h  the  M A R I A  (Reference 3 )  boundary l aye r  
I 
I 
I s t a b i l i t y  ana lys is  t o  develop suc t ion  requirements f o r  laminar flow. An 
I example o f  t h e  M A R I A  ou tpu t  f o r  t h e  93.5 percent semi-span s t a t i o n  wi thout  
1 
suc t i on  i s  shown i n  F igure  AI-3 
I 
L 
Note t h a t  t h e  inboard p o r t i o n  o f  t he  wing has an undesi rab le shockwave 
pa t te rn .  A r e t i n e d  aerodynamic design Could have a l l e v i d t e d  t h i s  cond i t i on  if 
a complete wing were designed, however, such refinement was no t  w i t h i n  t h e  
scope o f  t h i s  program. Wing upper surtace pressures outboard o f  40 percent 
sfii-spac d r e  i n  c!cse agreement w i t h  t h e  p r o ~ s ~ r e  p r n f i l e  o f  t h e  seneric t w o  
diniensional a i r t o i  1. 
Updated suc t i on  requirements were determined f o r  t h e  WSSD wing us ing  t h e  M A R I A  
boundary l aye r  s t a b i l i t y  code. Design p o i n t  cond i t ions  f o r  M = 0.80, 35,000 
f e e t  a l t i t u d e ,  and CL = 0.56 were used t o  e s t a b l i s h  t h e  basel ine suc t ion  
values. The a c c e p t a b i l i t y  o f  t h e  values were checked a t  representa t ive  o f f  
design l i f t  c o e f f i c i e n t s .  
The upper sur face chordwise pressure and suc t i on  d i s t r i b u t i o n s ,  a long w i t h  t h e  
a m p l i f i c a t i o n  f a c t o r s  f o r  t h e  two cross t l o w  regions a t  t h e  50 percent 
semi-span s ta t i on ,  a r e  shown i n  F igure  AI-4. This  i s  a representa t ive  r e s u l t  
o f  t h e  MARIA  s tab i  l i t y  ana lys is  f o r  the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  suc t ion  d i s t r i b u t i o n  
having t h r e e  reg ions  o f  constant C 
q '  
The f i r s t  suc t i on  reg ion  ( l ead ing  edge) begins a t  t h e  attachment l i n e ,  
t y p i c a l l y  forward o f  X /C  = 0.04. A r e l a t i v e l y  h igh  suc t ion  c o e t f i c i e n t  i s  
necessary i n  t h i s  reg ion  due t o  t h e  s t rong cross stream pressure gradients  and 
consequent boundary layer  c ross t low i n s t a b i  1 i t y  . I n  t h e  second region, 
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extending from X/C = 0.04 t o  X/C = 0.60, cross-stream pressure gradients are 
minimal and streamwise T o l l m i e n - S d l i c t i n g  boundary layer  i n s t a b i l i t y  i s  the  
pr imary boundary layer  t r a n s i t i o n  mechanism, hence a r e l a t i v e l y  l ow  suc t ion  
l e v e l  i s  adequate f o r  mainta in ing laminar f l o w  i n  t h i s  region. A f t  o f  X /C  = 
0.60, cross stream pressure gradients are again s i g n i f i c a n t  and the  streamwise 
gradients  a re  adverse ( p o s i t i v e )  . T h i s  region, therefore,  requ i res  a h igh 
l e v e l  o f  suc t ion  i n  order t o  sus ta in  laminar f l ow  i n  the  presence o f  t he  
s t rong cross f l ow  i n s t a b i l i t y  combined w i th  the adverse streamwise gradient . 
Suct ion requirements f o r  t he  WSSD WING, as a func t i on  o f  spanwise s ta t ion ,  are 
shown i n  F igure AI-5. These suc t ion  values were obtained by analys is  o f  
several  spanwise s ta t i ons  using the  MARIA s t a b i l i t y  code. I t should be noted 
that ,  compared w i t h  previous suc t ion  estimates us ing the  X-21 c r i t e r i a ,  a 
subs tan t i a l  reduc t ion  o f  t o t a l  suc t ion  requi red i n  the  a f t  reg ion i s  achieved 
by s t a r t i n g  the  increased suc t ion  a t  X/C = 0.60 ins tead o f  X /C  = 0.65. 
The increas ing C requirement inboard, along the  attachment l i n e  i n  tne  
leading edge region, i s  compatible wi th  the  need f o r  suc t ion  along the  
attachment l i n e  o f  a swept wing as ind ica ted  by the  e a r l i e r  X-21 data. This 
was due t o  attachment l i n e  i n s t a b i l i t y  generated when the attachment l i n e  
Reynolds number ( Ro)  exceeds a value o f  approximately 100. 
q 
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UPPER SURFACE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
D3128LFC WING L F C  ON 85X C LIPPER SURFACE O N L Y ,  ALPHA-.236550 
EG MACH NO. - 0.8011 ALPHA -0 .237 DEG. RET : JAtlCS0?4(221*N1M 
REV-NAC - 37.6: (MILLION) CL 0.559 08120181 
FIGURE AI-I 
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FIGURE A I - 2  
MARIA CROSSFLOW S T A B I L I T Y  ANALYSIS (NO SUCTION) 
-- e--.---. 
FIGURE AI-3 
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MARIA CROSSFLOW S T A B I L I T Y  ANALYSIS (WITH SUCTION) 
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